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A,bstract

This study is aimed atthe application of the optical theories, engineering design' and testing

of the Faraday effect based Magneto+ptical current Transducers (MOCT)' This thesis is

split into six chapters. chapter 1 introduces the background of the research of this field'

chapter 2 summarizes some of the theories of optics involved in the MocT, which intends

to clear the way of understanding the theories behind the scenes. chapter 3, 4, and 5 present

the prototype clamp+n MOCT development. Chapter 3 describes the design and construc-

tion of the optical sensor head and the signal processing electronics of the clamp-on MOCT'

Chapter 4 presents the predicted performance. And Chapter 5 shows the testing results' The

conclusions of the work is presented in Chapter 6'

The prototype MOGT described in this thesis has some new features not previously de-

scribed in the literature. In order to allow the sensor to be assembled around an existing con-

ductor the optical circuit is broken into two symmetrical but independent parts' This allows

a,,clamp<n" or "clip-on" Structure to be employed. A by-product of the optical design is

that the optical beam is taken twice around the current to be measured' This increases the

sensitivity of the measurement in much the same way as using more turns on a transformer

to increase the emf.

Another unique feature of this clamp<n MOCT is that it has two out put stages to meet the

needs of both metering and relaying. It has much larger dynamic range than conventional

cTs and can serve as both a metering cT and a relaying cT.

This new type of clamp<n magnetHptical current transducer has been successfully dem-

onstrated through acomplete prototype engineering process' The clamp--on MOCT was de-

signed and constructed by using off-the-shelf components and materials' The optical phe-

nomena in the sensor head were simulated and visualized at the design stage' The



performances of the clamp--on MOCT in terms of expected Faraday rotation angle, charac-

teristic, non-linear error, optical loss, signal to noise ratio, and system resolution were also

studied at the design stage. The MOCT was then tested under steady state and transient con-

ditions as well as different environmental conditions.

The optical sensor consists of nvo separate clamp-on parts. In each part of the device, linear-

ly polarized light is arranged to pass through the optical glass prism to pick up the Faraday

rotation signal. The polarization compensation technique is applied at each corner of the

prisms, so that the light passing through the prisms remains linearly polarized. At the other

end of the prism, a silver mirror reflects the light beam so that the light beam comes back

to its sending end via the same route while accumulating the Faraday rotations. The two parts

can be assembled around the conductor. Thereby, the rotation angles from the two parts of

the sensor a¡e added up in the signal processing unit so that the total rotation angle is the same

as the rotation angle from the optical path wound two turns a¡ound the conductor. The optical

glass prisms, polarizers, and lenses are completely sealed in the housing by epoxy, so that

they are free of environmental hazards such as dust and moisture.

The metering part of the response was tested on a current loop which is able to generate 60

Hz constant current up to 1.2 KA. The relaying part of the response was tested on a high-vol-

tage pulse current generator which is capable of generating pulse current up to 20 KA. An

environmental chamber which can provide temperatures from -400C to + 700C has been

built to test the clamp<n MOCT. The environmental test results show that this device has

little temperature induced errors (within IVo) inthe temperature range from -200C to +700C.

tr
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Ghapter .l

lntroduction

An accurate electric current transducer is one of the key components in power system instru-

mentations. It is the signal source providing current signals for revenue metering, control and

relaying apparatus. As illustrated in Fig. 1-1 , current transducers, which are normally lo-

cated in the switch yard of a substation, sense the large electric current in the high-voltage

transmission lines and produce small proportional signals at the low-voltage level. Along

with other low-level signals, these low level current signals are then sent to the metering,

relaying and control apparatuses located in the control room.

High-voltage
Transmission Lines

Control Room

Current
Transducers

Other Signals

Electric Current Signals ä_*trrg"
Signal Bus

Fig. 1-1 Electric current measurement in power systems



Current
Transformer

Typical High-voltage
CT Structure [l]

F ig. 12 Conventional Current Transforrner
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Typical Installation of High-voltage CTs in a Substation [8]

1.1 Conventional current transformers

Conventional cument transducers are transformers (CTs) with copper wire windings and iron

cores, which are now widely used in power systems. Fig. 1-2 shows the installation of a typ-

ical high-voltage CT in a power system substation and a typical structure of a high-voltage

CT. For high-voltage applications, porcelain insulators and oil-impregnated materials have

to be used to provide insulation between the primary bus and the secondary windings. The

insulation structure has to be designed carefully to avoid electric f,ield stresses which could

eventually cause insulation breakdowns. The electric current path of the primary bus has to

be designed properly to minimize the mechanical forces on the primary conductors for

through faults. The reliability of high-voltage conventional CTs has been questioned by en-

gineers at some utility companies such as Tennessee Valley Authority [1] and BC Hydro t23J

who have experienced violent destructive failures of these CTs which caused fires and im-



pact damage to adjacent apparatus in the switch yards, electric damage to relays, and power

service disruptions.

V/ith the short circuit capacities of power systems getting larger, and the voltage levels going

higher, the conventional CT becomes more and more bulky and costly. Although the intro-

duction of SF6 insulated CTs in recent years has improved reliabiliry it has not reduced the

cost of this type of CT.

In addition to the concerns mentioned above, other perforrnance limitations of the conven-

tional CT have raised concerns. i2l t3l The saturation of the iron core under fault current and

low frequency response of the conventional CTs make it difficult to obtain accurate current

signals under power system transient conditions. This is especially so for those currents with

transient DC components which aid a remanent flux condition pre--existing in the core, and

may cause inappropriate functioning of the relays.

Fig. 1-3 Saturated Current Waveform captured by APT Relay [71

which uses conventional CTs



Fig. l-3 shows a transient event recorded by the APT Relay t7l installed in one of the Winni-

peg Hydro lines connecting Point du Bois and winnipeg. This Relay uses conventional cTs

to measure the power system current. Fig. 1-3 shows the secondary current and voltage wa-

veforms for the event when the circuit breakers re--closed onto an existing fault and caused

another trip. The large fault current plus the remanent flux residual in the CT from the pre-

vious fault caused the CT to saturate and severely distorted the current waveform which is

supposed to be sinusoidal with an exponentially decayed DC component' The largest current

peak should appear during the flrst negative half cycle, however, this did not show up on

the recorded waveform because of the poor CT performance during the fault condition'

The saturation of the iron core also reduces the dynamic range of the CT. In power systems'

the electric current is much smaller (< lKA) under normal operating conditions than under

fault conditions (>l0KA). Because of the small dynamic range of magnetic coupling be-

tween the primary winding and the secondary winding in conventional CTs, more than one

set of core/coil is needed in the CT to cover the requirement of metering and relaying' e'g''

four sets of coivcoil are used in the cT shown in Fig. 1-2 , which again adds to the complex-

ity and the cost of a conventional CT.

With computer control techniques and digital protection devices being introduced into pow-

er systems, conventional CTs have caused further difficulties, as they are likely to introduce

electro-magnetic interference through the ground loop into the digital systems' This has re-

quired the use of an auxiliafy cT or opto-isolator to avoid such problems. Furthermore, the

standard 5A low burden secondary conf,rguration is not fully compatible with the new tech-

nology which uses analog to digital convertors requiring low voltage input at the front end'

It appears that the newly emerged magnetcoptical current transducer technology provides

a solution for many of the above mentioned problems'



1.2 Magneto-optical curent transducers (MOCTS)

An MOCT measures the electric current by means of the Faraday effect which was first ob-

served by Michael Faraday 150 years ago. The Faraday effect is the phenomenon that the

orientation of polarizedlightrotates undertheinfluence of the magnetic field andthe rotation

angle is proportional to the strength of the magnetic field component in the direction of the

optical path.

An MOCT measures the rotation angle caused by the electric current or its magnetic field

and converts it into a voltage output of a few volts which is proportional to the electric cur-

rent. It consists of a sensor head located near the current carrying conductor, an electronic

signal processing unit, and the fiber optical cables linking these two parts.The sensor head

consists of only optical components such as fiber optical cables, lenses, polarizers, glass

prisms, mirrors, etc. The signal is brought down by fiber optical cables to the signal process-

ing unit and there is no need to use metallic wires to transfer the signal. Therefore, the insula-

tion structure of an MOCT is much simpler than that of a conventional CT. Further there is

no risk of fires or explosions by MOCTs.

In addition to the insulation benefit, an MOCT is able to provide high immunity to electro-

magnetic interference, wider frequency response, large dynamic range, and low voltage out-

puts which are compatible with the inputs of analog to digital convertors. MOCTs are ideal

for the interface between power systems and computer systems. For high-voltage applica-

tions, e.g. 500kV the material cost of an MOCT is within $20,000, much lower than that of

a conventional CT which is normally priced in the range of around $100,000.

Other advantages of the MOCT over the conventional CT include, smaller and lighter which

offers savings in manpower and equipment required for installation, minimum maintenance

costs, no danger ofopen seconda¡ies, reduced inventory as it would no longer be necessary

to stock a variety of different ratios for a given voltage class.



Because of the advantages of MOCTs over conventional CTs, there is a growing interest in

using MOCTs to measure the electric current. The magnetæoptical current transducer based

on the Faraday effect has been of interest to utilities since the late 70's. There have been nu-

merous attempts to use the Faraday effect to measure the electric current since then, and sev-

eral groups in the world have developed prototype devices which may be suitable for practi-

cal use. t9l-Í?ÁJ

Fig. 14 Bulk Glass TYPe MOCI ç1 tt6ì

Struuurc of FaradaY scnsor

Fig. 1-5 Bulk Glass Type MOC"¡ ¡2 lzol
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The designs of MOCTs to date have fallen into two categories, bulk glass type tsl -1221 as

shown in Fig. 14 and Fig. 1-5 , and fiber+ptical type tz3l [24] as shown in Fig. 1-6 .

Polarizing
Fiber

Se"oi¡g
Coit

Fig. 1-6 Fiber-optical Type MOCT Í231t241

With the fiber-optical type design, optical fiber is wound around the current carrying con-

ductor as a coil to pick up the Faraday rotation angle. l23ll24l The optical fiber is used both

to sense the electric current and to transmit the optical signal. Making optical fiber into a coil

introduces linear birefringence, and the linear birefringence is affected by both mechanical

vibration and temperature change. Therefore, the sensor may also pick up signals other than

those due to electric current. Efforts have been made to overcome such effect but so far with

limited success. However, the very simple structure (ust a few turns of the fiber) and possi-

bly very low cost of the fiber<ptical type MOCT encourages researchers to continue work-

ing on this technique. Recent study shows that the impurity of the fiber material also has a

great deal of influence on the performance of the optical sensor. [22] Current work on this type

of MOCT is concentrating on improving the material qualities and finding ways to compen-

sate the temperature effects. In general, fiber<ptical type MOCTs are still in the laboratory

stage for the time being.



In the bulk glass design, optical glass prism is used as the sensing unit and multi-mode large

core optical fiber is used to transmit the optical signal. In Fig. 14 ,the optical glass prism

is formed around the conductor to allow the optical beam to go around the conductor one

turn to pick up the Faraday rotation.tl6l while in Fig. 1-5 , the MOCT is inserted into the

gap of a magnetic core where the magnetic field is strongly enhanced by the magnetic core

material. t20l This scheme is able to achieve the same sensitivity as the previous one with

much shorter optical path, although it has the possibility to run into the same remanent flux

problem as the conventional CT. It is easier to make a rugged design of the sensing unit with

bulk glass type configuration. All the reported field tested prototypes up to now belong to

this type of MOCTS.

1.3 The scope of the thesis

power system equipment such as a fault recorder or a digital relay t7J uses tlvo stages of

conventional CTs to interface with the power system. The first stage is a high-voltage CT'

which is installed in the switch yard, converting power system culrent signal into a 5 A cur-

rent loop at normal operation. Then a secondary CT is used to take current signals out of this

5 A current loop. The specification of the secondary CT has to meet a very strict standard

because of the concern that it might interfere with the operation of the high-voltage CT'

The installation of these equipments has to be arranged carefully because the wires have to

be broken to have the secondary CTs put in and power service has to be shut down at the time

of installation.

It seems that one of the advantages of using MOCTs has notbeen fully recognized so far-

conventionat CTs need excitation currents while MoCTs take almost nothing from the pri-

mary circuit.

The prototype MOCT presented in this thesis has some new features not previously de-

scribed in the literature. In order to allow the sensor to be assembled around an existing con-



ductor the optical circuit is broken into two symmetrical but independent parts. This allows

a "clamp<n" or "clip{n" structure to be employed, and avoids the need to break the current

carrying conductor at the installation. A by-product of the optical design is that the optical

beam is taken twice round the current to be measured. This increases the sensitivity of the

measurementin muchthe same way as using more tums on atransformerto increase the elec-

tro-magnetic coupling.

Another unique feature of this clamp-on MOCT is that it has two output stages to meet the

needs of both metering and relaying. It has much larger dynamic range than conventional

CTs and can serve as both a metering CT and a relaying CT.

This study is aimed at the apptication of the optical theories, engineering design, and testing

of the MOCT. This thesis is split into fîve further chapters. Chapter 2 summarizes some of

the theories of optics involved in the MOCT. Chapter 3, 4, and 5 present the prototype

clamp-on MOCT development. Chapter 3 describes the design and construction of the opti-

cal sensor head and the signal processing electronics of the clamp-on MOCT. Chapter 4

presents the predicted performance. And Chapter 5 shows the testing results. The conclu-

sions of the work is presented in Chapter 6.

9



Chapter 2

Theories involved in MOGT

2.1 Overview

This chapter presents the theories on which the MOCT is based. The fundamental theory of

the MOCT is the Faraday effect. Two different signal processing methods are presented to

show how to decode the Faraday rotation angle signal out of the optical signal. To keep the

Faraday rotation angle accumulating while the light beam is travelling through the prism,

certain techniques have to be applied to maintain the linearly polarized state of the light. The

Jones matrix theory is introduced to explain the influence of total internal reflection and met-

al reflection to the polarization state of the light and the polarization compensation tech-

nique. A computer simulation technique based on the Jones matrix theory is also presented

in this chapter to predict the performance of the MOCT.

2.2 Faraday effect and MOCT

In 1845 Michael Faraday discovered that the orientation of linearly polarized light was ro-

tated under the influence of magnetic field when the light propagated in a piece of glass, and

the rotation angle was proportional to the intensity of the magnetic field. Specifically, this

phenomenon can be described as follows:

10



o =v[a oi Eq.(2-r)
J

Where, 0 - Rotation angle of the linearly polarized light

V - Verdet constant of the magneto-optical material

E 
-Magnetic 

field flux density

T - Optical path of rhe linearly polarized light

If the magnetic field is uniform and the optical path is going along the same direction as the

field, Eq. (2-I) can be simplified as

0 = VBL Eq. (z-z)

Where, e - Rotation angle of the linearly polarized light

V - Verdet constant of the magneto-optical material

B - Magnetic field flux density

L 
-I-ength 

of the optical path.

When the linearly polarized light encircles a current carrying conductor through the magne-

to<ptical material, according to Ampere's Law, Eq. (2-1) can be rewritten as

6 = npVI Eq. (Z_3)

Where, e - Rotation angle of the linearly polarized light

Turns of the optical path around the conductor

p 
- Permeability of the material

V - Verdet constant of the magneteoptical material

I 
- Current to be measured

The Faraday effect outlined in Eq. (2-3) is the best format to apply to an MOCT, because

the rotation angle in this case is directly related to the enclosed electric current. It rejects

the magnetic field signals due to external currents which are normally quite strong in power

systems.

11



Output
channel #2

Output
ch.annel #I

discard

Random pol

Magnetic
field.,f Analvzer

Magneto--optical
Material

Linearly polarized

Polarizer

Fig. 2-I Magnetmptical current transducer

Input

Plane of
Polarizer

Plane #1 of
Analyzer

Ê,

Plane #2 of
Analyzer

Fig.2-2 An analyzer converts the rotation angle change into intensity change

The principle of the MOCT is shown in Fig. 2-l . Apolarizer is used to convert the random

polarized input light into linearly polarized light. The orientation of the linearly polarized

light rotates an angle 0 after the light has passed through the magneto{ptical material. Then

another polarization prism is used as an analyzer, which is 450 oriented with the polarizer,

to convert the orientation va¡iation of the polarized light into intensity variation of the light

t2



with two outputs, and then these two outputs are Sent to photo detectors. The purpose of using

the analyzer is that the photo detectors can only detect the intensity of light, rather than the

orientation of Polarization.

Fig.2-2 shows the principle of this process' From Fíg' 2-2 ' we have'

= lÊolcos(450-g) F,q' Qa)

= lÊolcos(450 + 0) Eq' (2-5)

(Ignore the optical attenuation factor of the MOCT)

Where, Ër, Ê, - Electric components of the output lights

Êo - Electric component of the input light

e - Rotation angle of the linearly polarized light

and we also have the knowledge that optical intensity orporwer is proportional to the square

of the amplitude of the electric component, therefore,

tEl

tÊ,zt

Note that, cosz B

therefore,

Pt

2

= ?rt+ sin 2o)

= |o -sín2o)

Eq. Qa)

Eq. (2-7)

Eq. (2-8)

Eq. (2-e)

Pl = Pocos2(+50-0)

Pz = Pocos2l45o+0;

Where, P¡ Pz - Optical powers of the output lights

Ps - Optical power of the input light

e - Rotation angle of the linearly polarized light

| + cosZ| and cos(900+þ)= TsinB

P2

t3



Fig.2-3 shows the characteristic of the current sensor. It is clear that the current sensor is

not a true linear device. Its characteristic follows a sinusoidal curve. Therefore, this non-li-

near efror has to be corrected by an appropriate algorithm in the signal processing unit for

large signal situations.

Fig.24 shows the modulation of the Faraday rotation angle by the optical transducer. Ac-

cording to the analysis made earlier in this section, the Faraday rotation angle is proportional

to the electric current. Therefore, the waveform of the Faraday rotation angle, as shown in

Fig.24, is the same shape as the í}Hzelectric curïent to be measured. The optical trans-

ducer is biased at 450 on the linear region of its characteristic and produces a proportional

sinusoidal optical signal waveform while the Faraday rotation angle is small. The optical

signal saturates at large Faraday rotation angles. However, this non-linear characteristic is

known and easy to correct as long as the Faraday rotation angle is within 1450.

r, = !^96- sin 29)

i, =?rt+sin2o)

èo
V)
¡i
o)
È Po

2

-30 -15 0 t5 3(

Faraday rotation [degree]

Fig.2-3 Characteristic of the optical sensor
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2.3 Signal Froeessing of the MOGT

The optical sensor head of the MOCT ouþuts an optical signal with the electric current sig-

nal encoded in it. In order to decode the electric current signal, the optical signal has to be

converted into an electrical signal and then processed by electronic circuits.

In the MOCT, photo detectors such as PIN diodes are used for the opto-clectro conversion.

A photo detector outputs a small current proportional to the received optical power. The pre-

amplifier, or a transimpedance amplifier, converts this current signal into a proportional

voltage. The output signals from the pre-amplifiers for the two channels shown in Fig. 2-1

and Fig. 2-2 can be described in the following equations.

Vt = atktPoQ+sin20)

Vz = azkzPs(I-sin20)

Eq. (2-10)

Eq. (2-11)

Where, Ps-- the output optical po\ryer from LED

0 - rotation angle due to the Faraday effect

d4- attenuation factor for channel #1

fr1 
- conversion factor for channel #1

a2- attenuation factor for channel #2

kz- conversion factor for channel #2

In reality, because of their different mechanical mounting structures, the attenuation factors,

ø1 and a2 ,dnft.differently in channel #I and#2 due to the environmental temperature vari-

ation. Fortunately, the temperature drift is a very slow process and contributes to the frequen-

cy spectrum of the signal V1 or V2at the range lower than 0.01 Hz. Most of the power system

phenomena happen in the frequency spectrum higher than 1 Hz. Therefore, Eq. (2-10) and

E;q. (2-11) can be re-written as

16



Vt = atktPoQ+sin20)

= atktPo + a1k1Pssin20

.''.EACComponent

..'""EACComponent

DC Component

Vz = azkzPs(l-sin20)

= azkzPo - a,2k2Pssin?ß

DC Component

The AC component and the DC component can be separated by high-pass filters and low-

pass filters in the electronics. Because either one of the channel output includes the Faraday

rotation information, only one of them is needed for obtaining the Faraday rotation angle 0.

Fig. 2-5 and Fig. 2-6 present two different ways of processing the signal.

Fig.2-5 shows the signal processing method by means of an analog divider. The light

source delivers a constant optical power P9 to the optical sensor head. The output signal from

the pre-amplifier, akaPs(1 * sin 20) ,isfed through a high-pass fîlter and a low-pass filter

at the same time. The analog divider divides the signal from the high-pass filrer,

*. akaPssin29, by the signal from the low-pass filte4 al<apg, and gives the output

* sin 20 whtch is not affected by the attenuation factor ø , conversion factor k6, or the

LED output power Ps. The * sign of the divider output depends on the channel used.

Fig.24 shows another way of decoding the Faraday rotation signal. The DC componenr

akÊo obtained from the low-pass filter is used as a feedback signal to stabilize the high-

pass filter output. As shown in Fig. 24 , alcsP,g is compared with a reference signal Vrr¡

and then the error signal enor = Vy¿¡-al<sPs is fed through an amplifier and an integrator

Eq. (2-12)

Eq. (2-13)
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Optical Fiber

Optical Fiber

Po- the output optical power from LED
0 - rotation angle due to the Faraday effect
a - attenuation factor
h - conversion factor
* 

-depending 
on channel #l or#2

a@o] * sin2f) t aknPosin2?

sin 2É

Fig. 2-5 Signal processing by means of an analog divider

Optical Fiber

MOCT Optical
Sensor Head

t akaPrsin?ß

or t V,,¡sin?ßOptical Fiber
Photo

Detector
akoPo] * sin 29)

Po- the output optical power from LED
0 - rotation angle due to the Faraday effect
a - aftenuation factor
h - conversion factor
:t 

-dependingon 
whetherchannel #l or#2

Fig.24 Signal processing by
means of feedback control

to drive the LED. Under the nonnal operating condition, the error signal is minimized to near

zero. Therefore, Vref : akaPs, âDd the ouþut from the high-pass filter becomes

t Vrr¡sin29 where Vrr¡ is a known variable.
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2.4 Jones vector and Jones matrices

Assume there is a beam of polarized light (not necessarily linearly polarized light), which

canbeconsideredasaplanewave, travellingwiththespeedoflight,c,anddirectionofz-ax-

is. Its electric field vector Ë canbe specified in terms of two orthogonal components E* and

Er, with amplitude A* and Ar, and initial phase angle $* *d Qv respectively, where,

Ex = Axcostwç-!¡+Q,f = ReaI part of f o,"*n ilw(t-3-¡+ø,1 I Eq.(z-v)cLc)

Ey = Aycoslw(t-!)+Qyl = ReaI pa,t of 
Ior.*n 

ilw(t-!)*ørr ] Eq.(2-15)

When Wr-Qyl = 900, and A* = Ar, Ë is circularly polarized. 'When ôr-þy = Q , Ê

is linearly polarized. And in a general cus", ^É is elliptically polarized. Eq. (2-L4) and

Eq. (2-15) can be rewritten in a different form as follows,

[g] 
= 

lifi',|'irw('l 
- z/c)t

Alternatively, .Ë can be represented as a column vector, which is called the Jones vector,

r_ I F ,,'l
lE-'f =lA*l' I uq.(z-r6)
L",l 

- 
Lo,'*'J

For example,

f'l
| ô | is a linearly polarized light with the orientation of the x-axis,

LI

r1
I ? | is a linearly polarized light with the orientation of the y-axis,

L^l

T9



iltI | 1 | . ..

El; I 
is a linearly polarized light which is 450 oriented with the x-axis and y-axis

LJ
r1
I i I is a right-circular polarized light.

L'J

I\ 194I, R. C. Jones found that a polarization device could be represented as a2x2 matrix

(or Jones matrix), a polarized light could be represented as a 2xl column vector (or Jones

vector), and when this polarized light passed through the polarization device, the output light

could be represented as another column vector which is the product of the Jones matrix of

the device and the Jones vector of the input light: t26J

læ,1=l!,::::llrt;l
E,q. (z-Lr)

Ingeneral,thefourelementsoftheJonesmatrix, JII,Jr2,Jl3,andJl4,Nacomplexandde-

pend on the device. For example, a quarter-wave plate, which is an important optical compo-

nent used in the electro--optical voltage transducer, can provide a 900 phase difference of po-

lañzed light between its fast-axis component and its slow-axis component. As shown in

Fig.2-7 , if the orientation angle of the quarter-wave plate is 450, then its Jones matrix is

* =il,_, Eq. (2-18)

and the Jones vector for the input light is

therefore, the output light is

r
111

Lout = TlrLL-t

which is a right+ircular polarized light.

il

"'= lt]

;l [r] 
=d,l
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Fig. 2-:7 A quarter-waveplate converts linearly

polarized light into circular polarized light

Take the magneto--optical current transducer shown in Fig. 2-L as another example. The

Jones matrix for a piece of Faraday material is

" = 
[ ::,:,::$]

and the Jones vector for the input light is

which is 450 oriented in the X-Y plane.

therefore, the outPut light is

F;q. (z-te)

Ei.=+ll1 ="[:nfi;]

E - f "ore ,inol øof rl= af"o'e*'T9l = "^f'9'!t:l.q¡lE.u, = L-; ;::;J ÈL;l=ÈLäìä:ääl= "LJii',;;';äíJ 
Eq(2-20)

It is still a linearly polarized light, but its orientation has been rotated to an angle 0 away

from its original position.
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The optical power of the two output light components can also be derived from Eq. (2-20).

Take the square of Eq. (2-20) and consider that Es2 is proportional to Ps, then we have

,, =l#(coso *,,"r,]' = trr+ sin29)

,, =l#(coso-,*r,]' = l,r-sin2e)

Eq. (2-2r)

Eq. (2-22)

comparing Eq. (2-21) with Eq. (2-8), and Eq. (2-22) with Eq. (2-9), we find that they are

the same.

Suppose there a¡e n components in an optical system and the Jones matrices for each of the

components has been given as

'r=lï:":;::l k=I,2,-fl

and assume a beam of polarized light passes through the optical system, and it passes these

n components by the sequence of 1, 2, ...î. then the Jones matrix for the optical system can

be represented as

, =lr:',:;::l l:,,:',:;::]l!,:',!:,:] Eq(z-23)

If the input light vecror is Vi, =f:yl, then the output light vector will be

L't'l

v.u=lnl=l:,.:',,:;::ll:;:',:;::ll!,:',';,::ll;;]
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2"5 Total internal reflection

Here is the Faraday effect presented in Section 2.2.

0=

Where,

Eq. (2-1)

rotation angle of the linearly polarized light

Verdet constant of the magnetmptical material

Magnetic field flux density

Optical path of the linearly polarized light

Obviously, there are th¡ee factors which can affect the rotation angle, the magnetic field, the

length of optical path, and the M-O material. The magnetic field is decided by the current.

In power systems, with a normal load current of around 1 KA, a magnetic field of the order

of 102 Gauss can be expected near the conductor. For a typical M-O material which is suit-

able for MOCT, e.g. SF-57, the Verdet constant is 0.046 min/gauss. cm(see Table 4.1 for de-

tails) atthe wavelength of 820 nm. To achieve a reasonable amount of rotation angle for de-

tection, the length of the optical path of the MOCT has to be over 10 cm. In order to make

the MOCT compact, the optical path has to be folded by reflections. Total internal reflection

and metal reflection are two good ways to go, but reflections introduce phase shifts, hence

change the polarization state of the light. If the optical path is not designed properly, one

may not get the results expected.

The light in the M-O current transducer is collimated, and linearly polarized, so that it can

be considered as a plane wave. When a plane wave is reflected from a surface (which is a

total reflection in our case) there is a phase delay between the incident wave and the reflected

wave. This phase delay is dependent on the angle of incidence, the orientation of polariza-

tion, and the optical media on both sides of the reflection plane. Fig. 2-8 andFig. 2-9 show

(-
v 

J 
B.dt

e

v-
Ê-

T
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the situations when the orientation of polarization is either perpendicular or parallel to the

plane of incidence.

The phase delay ô¿ and ôl introduced by these two different situations can be described in

Eq. (2-2$ and Eq. (2-25¡. rztt

ðtt
tan: =

2

ôr[an- = -
2 cos 0¡

Eq. (2-24)

Eq. (2-2s)

'Where, 0¿ - Angle of incidence

nlandn2 - indicies of reflection ( n1 > n2 )

n=2 a1
nl

Reflected light Reflected light

n1)n2 nt>n2

Fig.2-9 The orientation of polarization
is parallel to the plane of incidence

Fig. 2-8 The orientation of polarization
is perpendicular to the plane of incidence

sinz 0¡-n2
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Reflected light

Incident light

nl>n2
perpendicular
component

Fig. 2-10 General case #1, linearly polarized light becomes
elliptically polarized light after total reflection

. Incident lieh

Reflected light

Fig.2-Ll General case #2,linearly polarized light becomes
elliptically polarized light after rotal reflecrion

Note that in both cases the orientation of polarization is either parallel or perpendicular to

the plane of incidence, and the reflected light is still linearly polarized light. In a general case,

the orientation of polarization is neither parallel nor perpendicula¡ to the plane of incidence.

The reflected light becomes elliptically polarized light, because its two components, parallel

and perpendicular to the incident plane, undergo phase shifts of different amounts as shown

in Fig. 2-10 and Fig.2-tt .
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2.6 Fo!anizatlo¡r con'¡pensat!on

By applying the theory stated in section 2.4, the Jones matrix for the total reflection surfaces

shown in Fig. 2-10 ,and Fig. 2-II canbe found as

l-1
n, = lexPi(ð1) "? ' I

L o exp i(ô ¡) f 
Eq' Qa6)

r1
n'=lexpi(ò¡¡) o 

I

L o expl(ôa)J Eq' (2-27)

The phase difference between the two components in Fig. 2-10 , or Fig. 2-11 is described

in Eq. (2-ZÐ. tztt

cos 9; Eq. Qa9)
sin2 g¡

Where, ö - The phase difference, ô = ô t -ð//
' n,),=_ a,

This expression vanishes for grazingincidence (0¡=n/2), and for incidence at the critical

angle ( 0i = sin-rn ) . However, in the optical sensor this expression usually does not vanish.

This results in a change of the polarization state of the light at the reflection, such as the case

shown in Fig. 2-I0 . For example, in the optical sensor, 0 i - 450, nt = I.g2, nz = I. By

using Eq. (2-2Ð, Eq. (2-25), and Eq. (Z-28), we get ô 
/ / = - 12g.g0, ô r = - 64.40,

and ô = 64.40

In a magneto-optical current sensor, if the light going through the analyzer was elliptically

polarized light, its sensitivity would be reduced significantly, because the signal processing

is based on a differential process, and ellipticatly polarized light decreases the difference of

the optical intensities between the two output channels of the analyzer.The solution to this

ðtan- =
2

sin2 0¡



problem is to design the optical path in such a way so that the phase shift can be compensated

for by the reflections, as shown in Fig. 2-I2 . The parallel component of the linearly polar-

ized light at the flrst reflection is the perpendicular component at the second reflection, and

vice versa, so that both components of the incident light get the same amount of phase delay

ô ¡ + ò ¡¡. Although the linearly polarized light becomes elliptically polarized tight after

the first total reflection, it comes back to a linearly polarized light after the second total re-

flection. Therefore, it maintains the light going through the optical transducer to be linearly

polarized. The Jones matrix of the prism shown in Fig. 2-L2 can be derived as,

J=RzRt=
[".î'u'' *n,r3,i] l*ît" "*o ^î,,]

= expi(ò¡¡+ôr) 
l; l] Eq. (2-29)

It is a unit matrix with a factor of exp i(õ7¿ôj, so that whatever kind of light passes through,

the light maintains its original propefies.

Fig.2-

OX

12 Compensation of the phase shift by two total-reflections
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2.7 Computer Analysis based on the Jones matrix theory

Based on the Jones matrix analysis, acomputerprogram written in the Fortran language has

been developed to analyse the behavior of polarized light reflected through a glass prism.

Results include information such as polarization state change at each reflection and the over-

all responsivity of the optical sensor.

Fig. 2-13 shows the glass prism used in a demo MOCT. There are four total internal reflec-

tionpoints, namely#1-2,#34,#54, and#7-8, intheprism, andthe firstpartof the numbers

indicate the position before the reflection, while the second part of the numbertells the posi-

tion just after the reflection. A beam of linearly polarized light is brought into the prism with

orientation angle of 450 against X-axis and Y-axis as shown in the figure.

To test this demo MOCT, a magnetic field with flux density of 0.1 Tesla is applied in the

direction of either X-axis or Y-axis. The polarization states of the light within the prism at

either situation are shown in Fig. 2-14 andFig.2-15 respectively. The responsivity of the

optical sensor at either situation is shown in Fig. 2-16 .

Magnetic

%"

35 mm

k
Incident light

Fig.2-13 The prism in the MOCT
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Fig.2-16 Responsivity of the demo MOCT under different test conditions

When the magnetic field is applied in the direction of the X-axis, only optical path 4-5 picks

up the Faraday rotation. There is no Faraday rotation involved in path 2-3 or 6-7, because

the magnetic field is perpendicular to the direction of path 2-3 and 6-7. As shown in

Fig.2-14, the incident light is linearly polarized initially. After the total reflection at point

#l-2, it becomes elliptically polarized. There is no Faraday rotation in path 2-3, so the light

keeps its orientation and polarization state. After being totally reflected at point #34, it be-

comes linearly polarized again because of the polarization compensation of these two reflec-

tions. The light then gains Faraday rotation along path 4-5. At point #54,the light becomes

elliptically polarized. Then the light keeps its orientation and polarization state all the way

till point 7 . After the total reflection at point #7-8,it changes back to linearly polarized tight

again. By comparing the polarizationstates at point 8 (output) with the polarization state at
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point 1 (input), it shows clearly that the Faraday rotation has been captured by the polarized

tight.

When the magnetic fîeld is applied in the direction of the Y-axis, however, the light gains

the Faraday rotation along optical pathz-3 and6-7,while there is no Faraday rotation gain

along path 4-5. As shown in Fig. 2-I5 ,the incident light is linearly polarized initially. After

the total reflection at point #l-2, it becomes elliptically polarized. The light gains Faraday

rotation along pathz-3. After being totally reflected at point #34,the lighr is not able to

change back to linearly polarized light, because the Faraday effect has changed the polariza-

tion state of the light between the nvo reflections. The polarized light does not gain any Fara-

day rotation angle along path4-5, so it keeps its orientation and polarization state till point

5. Along path6-7, the light experiences the same magnetic field as the one on path 2-3but

with reversed direction , so it gains a Faraday rotation angle which cancels out the rotation

it gained along path 2-3. Therefore, there is no Faraday rotation being picked up in this situa-

tion.

The output signal of the demo MOCT takes the difference of the two optical fiber channels.

As shown in Fig. 2-16 , when the magnetic field is applied in the Y-axis direction (B*=0),

there is little difference between the two channels because the Faraday rotations have been

canceled out, while in the other case when the magnetic field is applied in the X-axis direc-

tion, there is a large amount of difference between channel #l and #2.

These analysis results match closely with the results obtained experimentally.
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2.8 Metal reflection

Being similar to a total reflection surface, a metal reflection surface introduces a phase shift

as well. But there a¡e differences between conducting media and non-conducting media. In

non-conducting media, the conductivity o=0, while in conducting media, o is a large num-

ber. These two kinds of media affect the electric components of the incident light in different

ways, therefore the behavior of the reflected light is different in these two cases. In the case

of dielectric material reflections as shown in Fig. 2-8 and Fig.2-9, while the incidence

light is either parallel or perpendicular to the plane of incidence, the reflections only intro-

duce phase shifts at the reflection and do not have any effects on the amplitude. This is not

the case with metal reflections where the reflection affects both the phase and the amplitude

of the Ë component of the light.

As shown in Fig. 2-17 , the reflection coefficients are represented by complex numbers

Eq. (2-30)

Reflected light Reflected light

Reflection
coefficient

Reflection
coefficient

Q teQ' Q ¡¡e4rr

Incident light Incident light
Metal mirror Metal mirror

Fig.2-17 A metal reflection affects both the phase and
the amplitude of the E component of the light

Q teþ' and p ¡¡eql/ which include both the phase and the amplitude information. t28l

otrchlt - 
tan(9¡-0)

\ t I l'an(0¡+0¡)

o t eít - - 
sin(O¡-0t)
sin(O¡ + 0)
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Where, Q ¡¡e4t - Reflection coefficient for the linearly polarized light

with E vector parallel to the plane of incidence

Q teú' 
- Reflection coefficient for the linearly polarized light

with E vector perpendicular to the plane of incidence

0¡ - Angle of incidence

et - Angle of transmission ( a complex number )

The law of refraction (Snell's law) holds for air-metal reflection/refraction as well, where

the index of refraction of a metal is a complex number. The law of refraction in this case is

1

sin0, = ;sinO¡n+ft

Where, n+ik - Index of refraction of a metal

From Eq. (2-30),E,q. (2-31), and Eq. (2-32), we have

Eq. (2-32)

Q¡¡e4u -
(n + ik)2cos g¡ +,1 @ + ík)z - sin2 0 ¡

Eq. (2-33)

p¡eQt =
cos0¡ +J@+ik)z-sinz0¡

F,q. (244)

In the case of normal incidence (0¡ = 0 ), which could be used in the MOCT design, the

reflection coefficients are

Qß4' - -Q¡¡e$rr -
I -(n+ ik)

Eq. (2-3s)
I + (n+ ik)

Therefore, the phase difference between the parallel and the perpendicular components is

Q t -Q tt = 1800 so that the combination of the two components or the reflected light is

still linearly polarized. The intensity ratio of the reflected light over the incident light, or re-

flection coeffïcient, in this case is

(n + ik)zcos g¿ - J @ + ik)z - sinz 0 ¡

cosg¡ -l@+ik)2-sin20¡
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Eq. (2-36)

For example, at the wavelength of l, = 5893 Å, the index of refraction of silver is n+ik =

0.20 +3.44i, [28] therefore, the reflection coefficient is R=0.94; the index of refraction of alu-

minium is n+ik = 1.44+5.23¡, [28ì therefore, the reflection coefficient is R=0.83.

Therefore, the Jones matrix of a metal mirror under normal incidence condition is

'= lï
where,

;]

ô6

R

exp i(ôs)

- phase delay at the reflection

- reflection coefficient

Eq. (2-37)

This characteristic is very important for designing the optical path of a MOCT.

Fig.2-18 showsapieceofmagneto-opticalmaterialwithalayerofmetalmirroratoneend.

The incident linearly polarized light sees a positive magnetic field and gets a rotation angle

of +0, because the directions of incident ray and the magnetic field are the same. V/hile the

reflected linearly polarized light sees a negative magnetic field and gets a rotation angle of

-0, because the directions of reflected ray and magnetic field are opposed. Therefore, the

Jones matrix for this optical device is

28i= Q

Maenetic field-:_|}

Magneto+ptical material

Metal
reflection

Fig. 2-18 A metal reflection makes the rotation angle accumulate
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,=[

=[

cos 0

sin0 i::;]:#] [[ r;]*,,.',] [
- sin z0l 

,
cos20 f

cos 0

- sin9

R exp t(ôo) ) Eq. (2-38)

The total rotation angle is therefore twice as much as the one way rotation. Fig. 2-19 and

Fig.2-20 shows the experimental set-up for verifying this statement.

In Fig. 2-19 ,the polarizer converts the light from the LED into a beam of linearly polarized

light, then it goes through a piece of SF-57 optical glass (magneto-optical material) located

inside a magnetic coil carrying 60 Hz AC current. The di¡ection of the magnetic field is paral-

lel to the optical path. The Faraday rotation is picked up by the light while it is travelling

through the magneteoptical material. After the metal reflection, the linearly polarized light

goes through the glass slab once again in the reverse direction and picks up some additional

Faraday rotations. The light then goes through an analyzer which is 450 oriented with the

polarizer. The optical signal is then converted into an electrical voltage signal by a photo de-

tector and a trans-impedance amplifier. The output waveform is shown in Fig. 2-21 (a).

V/hile in Fig. 2-20 , the linearly polarized light only goes through the magneteoptical ma-

terial once without any metal reflections. The rest of the set-up in Fig. 2-20 is the same as

that in Fig.2-19 . The Faraday rotation is only picked up once in this case and the output

waveform is shown in Fig. 2-21 (b).

The output voltage waveform from the trans-impedance amplifier contains an AC compo-

nent akPssn29 and a DC component akPs as stated in Section 2.3 .

Vout = akPs(l+sin20)

= akPo+akPssin29)
(DC) (AC)

-cos 20

- sin 20
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SF-57

AC 1I5V

Variac

akPo$ + sin 2.9)
Photo

Detector

Po- the output optical power from LED
0 - rotation angle due to the Fa¡aday effect
a - attenuation factor
k 

-ss¡ys¡sion 
factor

Vou, 
- amplifier output voltage

Fig.2-19 Experimental set-up for testing the Faraday rotation
(with a mirror reflection)

Po ùt

Photo
Detector

akPo(l + sin 20)

Magnetic
Coil

Ps- the output optical power from LED

AC l15V 0 - rotation angle due to the Faraday effect
a - attenuation factor
,t 

- conversion factorvariac Vo,, 
-amplifier 

output voltage

Experimental set-up for testing the Faraday rotation
(without a miror reflection)

Fig.2-20
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Therefore, the Faraday rotation angle can be obtained by doing the following calculation,

Eq. QaÙ)

In Fig. 2-21 (a), AC component = 0.498V DC component = 10.00V, therefore, 0 = 1.4270.

kt Fig. 2-21 (b), AC component = 0.248Y,DC component = 10.00V therefore, 0 = 0.7110.

These results shows that the rotation angle with a metal reflection is twice as much as the

one-way rotation with an error of 0.4Vo n this experiment.

This experimental set-up was also used to evaluate the Verdet constant of the magneto-op-

tical materials. The details are presented in Section 4.2.

o = 1*", 'nl ¿'c 'o*Pon"tl2 
IDC comnonent f
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Chapter 3

Design and Construction of the Glamp-on MOCT

3.1 Overuiew

This chapterpresents the design details of the clamp-on MOCT, including the optical sensor

head and the signal processing electronics. It starts with the required specifications of the

MOCT in Section 3.2, and then the design and construction of the optical sensor head and

the signal processing electronics to achieve these specifications.

Section 3.3 presents the structure of the MOCT. Section 3.4 shows the selection of optical

components for the optical sensor head. Section 3.5 shows the process of assembling the

optical sensor head. Photos are presented to display the major steps in the process. Lastly

Section 3.6 deals with the signal processing electronics in the clamp<n MocT.

3.2 Required specifications of the MOCT

Using an optical sensor to measure po'wer system electric current is a much newer technolo-

gy than the conventional current transformer technique. The standard for power system in-

strumentation transfonners t4l t5l has been available for a long time. At this moment, an

IEEE working group is working on the standard for optical transducers for power systems,

and a draft version of the standard is available, [6] but, there is no finalized standard available

for MOCTs at this time.
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However, it is necessary to outline the required specifications of the MOCT, such as accura-

cy, frequency response, dynamic range, and so on, to provide guidance for the development

of the MOCT.

An MOCT can provide current signals for power system revenue metering and relaying.

There are obviously different requirements for metering and relaying. Metering requires ac-

curate measurement of the fundamental 60 Hz steady state current under the normal operat-

ing conditions, while relaying requires measurement of high frequency transient current at

the fault conditions. The measurement accuracy for the latter has lower priority than that for

metering. Table 3.1 summarizes some of the required specifications of the MOCT.

Metering Relaying

Accuracy + O.5Vo * 5Vo

Frequency Response (3 dB) 0.5 Hz - 400H2 0.5 Hz 
-2OY,LIz

Dynamic Range 10A-1000A s0A-20kA

Output + 10 V Full Scale + 10 V Full Scale

Iable 3.1 Required Specification for the MOCT

The output of the MOCT is going to interface with non-conventional instruments or appara-

tus such as digital fault recorders and digital relays which require low voltage input. There

is no need for the MOCT to provide 5A normal current output. Ultimately, MOCTs will

integrate with the digital device with a digital interface in between. However, at this stage

of the development, an analog low voltage interface with short circuit protection is more

functional as all the digital devices have analog to digital convertors at the front end.

3.3 Structure of the opt¡cal sensor head

Fig. 3-1 shows the structure of the clamp+n MOCT. It consists of three parts, the optical

sensor head located near the current carrying conducto¡ the electronics unit providing the
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light source and signal processing function, and the fiber optical cable linking the optical

sensor head and the electronics unit.

SF-57 Glass Prism

Optical Fiber Cable

+

+

-t>

Optical Fiber Cable Electronics

Fig. 3-1 The structure of the clamp-on MOCT

(àca,Pa,hs Equivalent
Optical Path

0t e2

(a)

0 =0t+02

(b)

Fig.3-2 Power line and optical path of the M-O sensor

This structure avoids the use of magnetic materials to concentrate the magnetic field as found

in some other MOCT designs and Hall effect current measurement devices. Í20ll2sl There-
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fore itis free from the effect of remanent flux which could affect the accuracv of the current

measurement.

The optical sensor head consists of two separate clam¡on parts. In each part of the device,

linearly polarized light is arranged to pass through the optical glass prism to pick up the Fara-

day rotation signal. The polarization compensation technique (see Section 2.6 for details)

is applied at each corner of the prisms, so that the light passing through the prisms remains

linearly polarized. At the other end of the prism, a silver mirror reflects the light beam so that

the light beam comes back to its sending end via the same route while accumulating the Fara-

day rotations. The two halves can be assembled around the conductor. Thereby, the rotation

angles from the two halves of the sensor [Fig.3-2 (a)] are added up in the signal processing

unit so that the total rotation angle 0,+0, is the same as the rotation angle 0 from the optical

path shown in Fig. 3-2 (b), which is two turns around the conductor.

Stray field influence is minimized in two ways, (l) by ensuring that the gap between the two

halves of the optical sensor is as small as possible (1 mm in the present design compared to

240 mm of the optical path), (2)by ensuring that the sensitivities of the electronics are the

same for both sides by using a feedback scheme, which will be discussed later in Section 3.6

of this chapter.

3.4 Optical components for the sensor head

The components chosen for the optical sensor head are described as follows.

3.4.1 Light Source and Photo Detector

It is very important to have a stable and noiseless light source for the MOCT, since the current

measurement depends on the optical power as well as the wavelength. The light source used

here is an LED, because of its amplitude stability and lack of mode noise. Although both the

output optical power and wavelength of the LED are temperature dependent, (Fig.3-3 ,
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from the Hewlett Packard Optoelectronics Catalog, shows how the temperature affects the

optical power and the wavelength of the LED t36ì ¡, the electronics can still be designed prop-

erly to stabilize the optical power. The wavelength of the LED will be stabilized when rhe

ambient temperature reaches a stable value after power up.

The photo detectors are PIN photo diodes because of their low-noise and linear characteris-

tic. But their responsivity is quite low, usually between 0.3 to 0.5 pw/pe. Amplification is

a little difficult, but it is still within the present capability to obtain a nice waveform from

this tiny signal.

3.4.2 Optical Fiber Gable

The optical fiber cable serves the purpose of transmitting the optical power to and from the

sensor head. Different optical fibers are designed for different usage. The single-mode fiber

has very wide bandwidth which is essential for communication systems, but it is difficult to

launch optical power into the single-mode fiber because of its very small core. While the

large core multi-mode fiber is convenient for collecting maximum amount of light from the

light source, it suffers the problem of dispersion which limits its bandwidth. In the situation

of power system instrumentation, only moderate frequency response is required (up to 20

1.2.
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Fig. 3-3 Operating temperature affects the ouþut of LED,
both optical power and wavelength.t36l
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kHz), and in an MOCT, the more optical power received by the detectors the better signal

to noise ratio which can be achieved. Therefore, instead of using single-mode fibers or mul-

ti-mode fibers with diameter of 501125 or 62.51125 lr* ,the large diametermulti-mode fi-

ber (2001250 lt* ) is used here to transmit the optical power.

3.4.3 Lenses

There are two types of lenses which could be used for the MOCT to collimate the light to

and from the optical fiber cable. One is the self-focus lens with the pitch of 0.23, and the

other is a ball lens. Theoretically, in the situation of fiber-lens to lens-fiber coupling, both

of themcan reach equal coupling efficiency, uptog5vo [19], in awell{esigned lens coupling.

The selËfocus lenses are used because they are easier to handle and install.

Plastic film
polarizer

Multi-layer
coat¡ng polar¡zer

Prism
polar¡zer

Extinction ratio r0-75 200 - 800 > 105

Chemical stabilitv poor good fair

Temperature stability poor fair good

Cost very low low very high

Used for the MOCT No Yes No

TabLe3.2 Comparison of different types of polarizers

3.4.4 Polarizers

There are three types of polarizers which have the capability to work at the near infrared

wavelength (750nm to 900nm), plastic film polarizer, multi-layer dielectric film coating po-

lanzet, and prism polarizer. Table 3.2 summarizes the important characteristics for the

MOCT of these polarizers. The prism polarizer made of crystal calcite would be the ultimate

candidate. However, it is dropped because of its very high cost. The lower cost substitute,
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the multi-layer coating polarizer has relatively large extinction ratio, is reasonably stable,

and much lower cost. Therefore, it is chosen for the prototype clamp-on Mocr.

3.4.5 Magneteoptical Materials

Almost all transparent materials exhibit the magnetmptical effect orFaraday effect, but the

effect of some of the materials is very temperature dependent, and they are not suitable for

the sensing material. The optical glasses are good candidates for the sensing material, be-

cause the Verdet constants are not sensitive to temperature changes, and they have good

transparency properties. They are also cheap and it is easy to get large pieces of them. Among

the optical glasses, SF-57 is the best choice, as it has a larger Verdet constant than most of
the other optical glasses. An MOCT made out of this material can achieve higher sensitivity.

3.5 Construction of the Sensor Head

Fig. 3-4 shows the structure and the main dimensions of the housing for the clamp-on

MOCT. The optical glass prisms, polarizers, and lenses are completely sealed in the housing

by epoxy, so that they are free of environmantal hazards such as dust and moisture.

To minimize the prototype manufacturing cost, the glass prism is constructed as shown in

Fig. 3-5 . The 10X10 mm 90 degree reflection prisms, section a, b, d, e, g, and h, are off-the-

shelf products, while the 10X10X50 mm glass slabs, section c and f, are ordered as rough

cut blocks, all with very Iow cost. The two ends of section c and f were polished by the author

and the metal miror (silver) on section h was coated by the author as well. All the glass

pieces are then glued together by ultra-violet light cured optical epoxy. Table 3.3 shows ma-

terial information for the glass prism.

The glass slabs (section c and f), made of SF57 which has large Verdet constant, occupy mosr

of the optical path and therefore are the dominant contributors for the Faraday rotation. The

amount of Faraday rotation contributed by the optical epoxy is negligible because it takes

very little part of optical parh.
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Fig. 3-4 Structure of the housing for the clamp<n MOCT

Metal
Mirror

BJ"-'
Mirror

Fig. 3-5 Optical glass prism in the clamp<n MOCT

l0X l0mm
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Item Material Verdet Constant Supplier

Glass slab
(Section c and f)

SF57 0.M6
(minute/Gauss.cm)

Schott Glass

900 reflection prism
(a, b, d, e, g, and h)

BK7 0.01
(minute/Gauss.cm)

Spindler & Hoyer

Optical glue epoxy N/A Norland Products

Table 3.3 Magneto-optical materials for the optical sensor head

Metal
Reflection

Total
Reflection

Total
Reflection

Fig. 3-6 Planes of optical rays
in the prism

Fig. 3-7 Equivalenr plane for the
planes of optical rays in the prism
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Fig.3-6 shows the plane that the optical ray travels in the optical glass prism, while

Fig. 3-7 presents the equivalent plane that the light propagates in the prism. The total length

of the optical path is l60&ZÍtm, or 320 mm.

Fig. 3-8 shows the lens structure for the clamp+n MOCT. The optical fiber cable delivers

the light to the optical sensor head. An achromat lens is used to collimate the light coming

out of the optical fiber cable. Then a polarizer converts the non-polanzedlight into linearly

polarized light. The linearly polarized light beam picks up the Faraday roration while travel-

ling through the optical glass prism. The Faraday rotation angle variation is converted into

an optical intensity change by the analyzer which is 45 degree biased to the polarizer. The

t\ryo output light beams of the analyzer are converged and coupled into optical fiber cables

by achromat lenses and gradient lenses, and then sent to the PIN photo detectors for signal

processing.

Achromat
Lens Pola¡izer Optical Glass Prism

Optical Fiber
to PIN Gradient

Lens Achromat
Iæns

L______
Optical Sensor Head

Fig. 3-8 Optical lens structure for the clamp--on MOCT
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Fig. 3-9 to Fig. 3-14 in the following pages show the process of assembling the clamp--on

MOCT.

As shown in Fig. 3-9 , the glass prisms for both sides of the clamp-on MOCT have been

assembled, and all the other parts for the MOCT, the housings, the housing covers, and lens

holders, have been cleaned and are ready for the assembling process.

In Fig. 3-10 , The glass prisms have been seated into the housing by using epoxy. The lens

holders and the achromat lenses have been assembled and mounted to the housing cover.

Fig. 3-11 shows that the housing covers have been cut into two parts. The lens holder part

are separated from the rest of the cover to give easy access for optical beam alignment while

installing the optical fïber cables at the next step.

Fig. 3-12 shows the installation of the optical fîber cables. The fiber cable which connects

to the LED is aligned and mounted first, and then the fiber cables connect to the PIN photo

detectors. A micrepositioner is used to adjust the coupling between the light source and the

photo detector so that the maximum coupling efficiency is achieved. The coupling efficiency

is monitored by applying an electric current to the LED and measuring the output of the pIN

photo diode.

Fig. 3-13 shows one side of the clam¡on MOCT with all the optical components mounted

to the housing and being ready for the last step of the assembling, putting on the covers.

Fig. 3-14 presents the finished product, the optical sensor head for the prototype clamp--on

MOCT. The main dimensions of the clamp-on MOCT are shown in Fig. 3-4 . The diameter

of the center hole is 40 mm. This allows r ] inctr thick wire to go through the clamp-on

MOCT.
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Assembled

glass prism

&

ffi
Lens Holder

Housing
coverffiw

*S&: R
ffieffi
ffi Wffif w
ffi tsWffi W

w
Lens Holder

Housing for
the MOCT

Fig. 3-9 Partially assembled clamp-on MOCT (Step 1)

The lens holder has
been assembled and
mounted to the cover

The glass prisms have been
seated in the housing by epoxy

Fig. 3-10 Partially assembled clamp-on MOCT (Step 2)

The lens holder has
been assembled and
mounted to the cover
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The lens holder part ofthe housing covers have been separated
from the rest to get ready for installation ofthe optical frbers

Fig. 3-11 Partially assembled clamp-on MOCT (Step 3)

Micro-positioner

Fig. 3-12 Installing optical fiber cable to the MOCT (Step 4)
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The last step before covers being put on

Fig. 3-13 Partially assembled clamp-on MOCT (step 5)

Fig. 3-14 Assembled clamp-on MOCT
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3.6 Electronics design and construction

Fig. 3-15 shows the schematic block diagram of the electronic ci¡cuit for the clamp+n

MOCT. The feedback control method as shown in Fig. 24 isused here on both sides of the

clam¡on MOCT. The reference voltage on both sides are the same voltage to make the

characteristic of both sides to the same. This feedback scheme compensates forthe time and

temperature dependent operating characteristic of LEDs.

In each side of the clamp--on MOCT, the optical signal is firstly converted into a voltage sig-

nal and then fed to a low-pass filter to get the DC component a4k1P1 or a,2k2p2. This DC

component is differenced at a junction with a reference voltage Vr.¡. Then an integrator is

k
0)

L
c)

lr

LP Filter
< 0.1 Hz

HP Filter
> 0.5 Hz

HP Filter
> 0.5 Hz

LP Filter
< 0.1 Hz

aftvP,
<20kHz

V,"¡sin201 <400H2
40V,10, +0r)

alkp(1+ sin 20¡
Meterino

Relayinga2krPr(l + sin

V,,¡sin202
2V,,10, + 02)

<20kIlz

d4k2P2

LED

Fig. 3-15 Electronic Circuit for the MOCT
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used to adjust the LED driver current to minimize the error signal coming out of the junction

or to maintain the DC component to be the same as Vrr¡. Because the reference voltage Vr.¡

is the same for both sides, the DC biases a1þP1 and a2k2P2 Ne controlled to be stable

and the same value as Vr"¡. At the same time, the AC component of the optical signal is ob-

tained through a high-pass filter with the sensitivity of Vrr¡.

In ordertomakefull useof the dynamicrangeof the digital system as well as fulfillthe differ-

ent frequency response requirements of metering and relaying, the metering signal (small

AC signal) and relaying signal (large AC signal) are treated differently.

First of all, the pre-amplifier on each side of the MOCT has a frequency limit of 20 kIIz.

This is the upper frequency limit for all the signals. In the case of small signal situations the

MOCT is considered to be a linear device. As shown in Fig. 3-15 , the AC signal in each

side of the device are added directly and then fed through an amplifier with a gain of 20 and

frequency response of 400 Hz. This output stage provides the metering signal. At the same

time, the two AC signals are processed with a sin-l calculation and then summed together

for the large signal situation when the non-linearity of the MOCT can no longer be ignored.

This output stage provides the relaying signal.

The schematic of the electronics is shown in Fig. 3-16 and Fig. 3-17 . A photograph of the

electronic unit is presented in Fig. 3-18 .

The ratio response of the clamp-on MOCT can be adjusted by changing the reference volt-

age V."¡. In this prototype, the ratio responses of the two output stages of the clamp-on

MOCT are designed as 10 V/KA for the metering and 0.5 V/KA for the relaying as shown

in Fig. 3-I9 , and frequency responses are 400H2 and20 KHz respectively.

Note that, because of the feedback scheme, this MOCT does not have the capability of mea-

suring constant DC current, however the DC component of a transient current signal does

get through to be measured.
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Fig. 3-18 Photo of the Electronic Circuit

r0.0

É

-rrl

=r¿

Metering
| 10 v/KA l

Relaying
[ 0.5 v/KA ]

0.1 t""t""'t""""1,,1
0.01 0.10 1.00 10.00 100.00

Fig. 3-19 Responses of the clamp--on MOCT
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Ghapter 4

Fred icted Perforrnance

4.1 Overview

This chapter predicts the performance of the clamp<n MOCT from different aspects includ-

ing the Faraday rotation, characteristic curves, non-linear error, optical power loss, system

noise, and system resolution. Calculations in each section are carried out to give a detailed

understanding of the clamp-on MOCT.

4.2 Evaluation of the Verdet Constant

The dependence of the Verdet constant on the wavelength and the refractive index is ex-

pressed as [35]

e.Adnv = y:-- Eq. (a_1)' mo 2c d)"

Where, V=Verdetconstant

T = magneto--optical constant

e/mo = specific charge of the electrons

c = velocity of light

î, = wavelength

n = refractive index at the waveleneth À

dn/d¡, = dispersion
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The higher the dispersion of the magneto{ptical material, the larger the Verdet constant it

has. Optical glass manufacturers use the Abbe values to describe the dispersion of their prod-

ucts. The Abbe value v¿ is defîned as

nd- 1
trd = Eq. Ø-2)nF' - ncl

rb = refractive index at the wavelength of 587.6 nm

nF' = refractive index at the wavelength of 480.0 nm

nc' = refractive index at the wavelength of 643.8 nm

Therefore, the smaller the Abbe value, the stronger dispersion the material has. Reference

[35] gives the Abbe values V¿ of most optical glasses available on the market. SF57, SF58

and SF59 are the optical glasses located at the low end of the v¿ diagram. These three optical

glasses have higher Verdet constant than the other optical glasses.

The MOCT uses semiconductor light sources with wavelength between 780 nm and 870 nm.

However, the Verdet constant of those optical glasses in this wavelength range are not avail-

able from the manufacturers. Therefore, SF-57 and SF-59 were picked to be tested to find

their Verdet constants at the wavelength of 820 nm. This is the wavelength of the LED which

will be used as the light source in the clamp-on MOCT.

The experimental set-up shown in Fig. 4-1 was also used to evaluate the Verdet constant

of the magneto-optical materials. The magneto--optical material to be tested was put into a

test solenoid, where a uniform magnetic field was generated by a 60 Hz AC power source

with the ratio of 1 Gauss/Volt ( 1 Gauss = 104 Tesla ). The light source for the test is an LED

with awavelengthof 820nm. Theoptical signalis pickedupby an optælectrical converter.

Fig. 4 2 and Fig. 4-3 show the test results with different magneto-optical materials, SF-57

and SF-59 respectively.

Where,
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MagneteopticalPo tl Magnetic Coil

Polarizer "E**^@+sin2o)Analyzer Photo
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Fig. 4-1 Experimental set-up for measuring the verdet constant

Variac
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Fig.4-2 Test results for SF-57 Fig.4-3 Test result for SF-59
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From Eq. Qa) and Eq. (240), we have,

e I locro*oonentll =- =-arcsrnt , I Eq.t4_3,1BL zBL 
LO, component f

where, V = Verdet constant of the material

B = magnetic field flux density

L = length of the optical path

AC component = AC component of the waveform

DC component = DC component of the waveform

Material SF-57 SF-59

B (Gauss, peak) 191 191

L (cm) 4.85 4.89

AC Component (V) 0.248 0.322

DC Component (V) 10.00 10.00

Verdet Constant (minute/Gauss.cm) 0.046 0.059

Table 4.1 Calculating the Verdet constant

Table 4.1 shows the information needed to find the Verdet constant and the Verdet constant

found. The Verdet constant for SF-57 is 0.046 minute/Gauss.cm, and the Verdet constant for

sF-59 is 0.059 minute/Gauss.cm, both at the wavelength of g20 nm.

Although SF-59 has slightly higher Verdet constant, it introduces higher attenuation to the

light beam passing through than that of SF-57. SF-57 also has better mechanical properties

than SF-59. Therefore, SF-57 is used as the sensing material in the clamp-on MOCT.
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4"3 Faraday Rotation Angle

In each half of the clip+n MOCT, the light goes half way around the power line and is re-

flected back as shown in Fig. 3-2 (a).01 is the rotation angle from the left-side optical path,

while 02 is the rotation angle from the right-side optical path. The rotation angles from the

two halves of the sensor are added up in the signal processing unit so that the total rotation

angle 01+ 02 is approximately the same as the rotation angle 0 from the optical path shown

in Fig. 3-2 (b).

The approximate value of the Faraday rotation 0 is calculated as follows. In the clip<n

MOCT, from Eq. (2-3), rhe roral rotation angle is

e -0t*02:2ltVI Eq.(4)

Where, I - The current to be measured

It - The permeability of the M-O marerial

The M-O material SF-57 optical glass is a diamagnetic material, and its permeability is

slightly smaller than the permeability of vacuum. To simplify the calculation we assume

them to be the same. so that we have

þ=4nx ß-7 H/m

V=0.M6 minf Gauss.cm =7.67 x IO2 degreefT.m

and e : Z\VI = 2 x 4n x IF x 7.67 x 102 x 1000

= 1.93 degreefl<A=0.0337 rad/kA

Suppose the current conductor goes through the clamp<n MOCT at the middle of the cent¡al

hole and it produces a symmetrical magnetic field at the two halves of the clamp+n MOCT.

Therefore, it can be assumed that the Faraday rotations on each side are the same, or
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0t = 02, and

Ê0t=02 =i =0.965 degreefkA =0.0168 rad/kA
L

Eq. (a-s)

Fig. 44 shows the Faraday rotation angle of the MOCT on one side (01 or 0j versus the

power system current. At the metering range where the power system current is less than

I kA, the Faraday rotation angle is within 0.9650 on each side of the clamp<n MOCT. At

the relaying range where the power system current goes up to 20 kA, the Faraday rotation

angle on each side can as high as 19.30.

A more detailed and more accurate calculation of the Faraday rotation angle is done by a

FORTRAN progrÍLm and presented in Section 4.4.This method uses the form of the Faraday

effect as shown in Eq. (2*I). The line integral of the magnetic field along the optical path

is performed section by section in the optical glass prism.

q)

Þo
HAcdl
xc).:p ñ
ìÉ c/r õ
AVh^
Li X !.)à':9
¡{

lr

Relaying

Metering
0.1

I

0.1
""'l

110
Power system current (KA)

Fig. a4 Faraday rotation angle of the MOCT
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4.4 Characteristic curves of the Clamp-on MOCT

A FORTRAN progr¿rm was written to deal with the details of the optical properties in the

prism, and compute the cha¡acteristic curve in another way rather than the simplified method

used in Eq.(44).

Fig. 4-5 shows the planes in space on which the optical beam travels inside the optical glass

prism. The electric current flows in the direction of the Z-axis while generating magnetic

field around the conductor. Assuming the conductorwire is straight and with infinite length,

the flux density of the magnetic field at the position (x,y,z) in space can be expressed as

É = 4-?ya-r+xa'y)
?-îr (f +y')' Eq. (a-6)

Where, B - Flux density of the magnetic field

It - Permeability of the material

I - Electric current to be measured

x - Co-ordinate on X-axis

y - Co--ordinate on Y-axis

ã, - Unit vector on X-axis

a.', - Unit vector on Y-axis

Fig. 4 6 shows the co--ordinates of the glass prism edges in the equivalent plane, while

Fig. Ç7 shows the co-ordinates of those edges in the X-Y-Z space as shown in Fig. 4-5 .

A subroutine in the FORTRAN program calculates the cross points of the optical beam and

these edgesn and therefore finds out the trace of the optical beam in the X-Y-Z space.

Each section of the optical rays can be represented as a2x2 matrix (Jones matrix), e.g.

" 
= 

| 
::,:, i::;]
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f P'-
and o=vl Ê.ai Eq,.(4-7)

JP,

Where, e - Rotation angle of the linearly polarized light

V - Verdet constant of the magneto-optical material

( V = 0.046 minf Gauss.cm )

E 
-Magnetic 

field flux density

i - Optical parh of the linearly polarized light

P1- Starting point of the line integral

P2- Finishing point of the line integral

t
,
,

,
I
I
I
I
t
I

Fig. 4-5 Co<rdinates of the oprical path in the X-y-Z space

(0,0,0) ,'
\-,.'
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Each internal total reflection has its Jones matrix, e.g.

Rl = Eq. (a-8)

Rz= Eq. (a-e)

Where ô// = - 128.80, and ô1 = -64.40 according to the calculation in Section 2.6.

The metal reflection at the end of the prism has the Jones Matrix of

'=h î] ^*0u,,

where, ôq - phase delay at the reflection

R - reflection coefficient (R = Q.!{)

Both ôo and R in Eq. (4-10) do not affect the polarization stare of the light.

Eq. (a-10)

And finally, the Jones matrix forthe optical system is the product of all these matrices in se-

quence. The polarization state of the light beam after passing through the optical glass prism

is estimated by multiplying the system Jones matrix with the initial Jones vector of the light

beam.

TheFORTRANprogramthencomputestheFaradayrotation angle as well asthecha¡acteris-

tic curves for the clamp-on MOCT according to the polarization state of the output light

beam. The results are shown in Fig. 4-8 , and we find that the Faraday rotation angle pre-

dicted for one side by the program is 0.0163 radlkA, which is very close to 0.0168 radlkA,

the result in Section 4.3 .

[".ït'' *nuSr,]

[".ïtu"' *n,rS,i]
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Fig. 4-8 Characteristics of the clip-on MOCT

4.5 Non-linear error

As stated before, the clamp<n MOCT is not a true linear device. Its characteristic follows

a sinusoidal curve and saturates at large Faraday rotation angles as shown in Fig. 2-3 ,

although it is true that for very small Faraday rotation angles the device is almost linear.

Decoding of the Faraday rotation signal out of the optical signal involves the calculation of
sin-l( sin20). This calculation can be achieved in two ways, looking up in a table or taking

into account the frst few terms in the Taylor expansion.

The Taylor expansion of sin-l( sin20) shows
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20=sin-I(sin20)=(sin20)*7!r'in20)3-#$in20)5+

(2n)l
(sin20)b+1 +

2hlnt)2ç2n + t¡ Eq. (a-11)

The non-linear elror results by taking only a limited numbers of terms of the Taylor expan-

sion into account and discarding the rest.

IfonlythefusttermoftheTaylorexpansionistakenbyassuming 29 = sin29,theresulting

nonlinear error is

Non-Iinear error = l"-'i""\ * ,*
lr0 |

Eq. Ø-12)

Ifonly the firsttwotenns aretakenby assuming 20 = sinrt * Y, theresultingnon-

linear error is

Non - Iinear error =

.%ll

-l 
xloo

+

ze -lrsinze>
Eq. (a-13)

If the first three terms are raken by assumin g z0 - sin20 * Gin?0)3 * 3(si1-29)5 
, the re-640

sulting nonlinear error is

lrr- frrt" 2o) + % + 3(si"?P)'ll

Non-Iinear error = | x roo Eq. (a_la)l'"1
These non-linear error calculations are plotted in Fig. 4-9 for the Faraday rot¿tion angle

between 00 and 450. The problem now becomes - what is the maximum Faraday rotation

angle if only a certain amount of non-linear error is allowed in the device?
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From the above calculation ,if 0.7Vo of the non-linear error is allowed, the Faraday rotation

angle can go up to 2.20 if only the first term is considered, 9.90 if the first two terms are con-

sidered, and 15.50 if the first th¡ee terns are considered. If IVo of non-linear error is allowed,

the respective maximum Faraday rotation angle becomes 7.10, 17.go, and 23.50.

According to Eq. (4-5), the Faraday rotation angle in the metering range ( < I kA ) of rhe

clamp-on MOCT is within 0.9680. Therefore, from the calculation through Eq. (4-12),

the non-linear error is only 0.03Vo by assumin g 2e - sin20

The Taylor expansion of the sin-l converges very slowly, if precision non-linear conection

of the measurement is required without too much calculation, then a look-up table is a better

approach for solving the problem.

èe

!?
L¡
L
0)
¡i

9ô
.r

I

z

?ß = sin2.0

29 = ,1n2g *ßJn2if

?ß = "!in2g 
*ßin20)3 * 3(sin 2g)s

./640

10 20 30 40

Faraday rotation angle 0 (degree)

Fig. Ç9 Non-linear error of the MOCT
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4"6 Optical Power Loss

There are two signal processing methods described in Section 2.3 toobtain the value of the

Faraday rotation angle. It appears that the optical power loss of the MOCT or attenuation

factors cL1 and u'2are either cancelled in the division calculation or stabilized by the feedback

loop and do not affect the final outputs of the Faraday rotation. However, the average optical

power level reaching the photo detector, PIN diode, affects the signal to noise ratio (S/1.{) of

the MOCT as presented in the next Section. Furthermore the output power of the light source,

LED, has a limit. The feedback circuit can only stabilize the system if the optical attenuation

is lower than a certain amount. Too much optical loss causes at least a high noise level at

the output or even worse, an un-stabilized system, and undermines the measurement.

Fig. 4-10 shows the optical structure of the clam¡on MOCT. The major sources for the

optical losses are analyzed as follows.

4.6.1 LED to optical fiber coupl¡ng loss

This loss is mainly due to the optical fiber acceptance angle limitation or its numerical aper-

ture (N/A) limitation, and the optical fiber core diameter limitation. These limitations cause

Optica.l GIass Prism

S*
PIN

$*
PIN

Optical Sensor Head

Fig. 4-10 Optical strucrure for the clam¡on MOCT
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the area mis-match between the LED ouþut light and the cleaved optical fiber end. It is ob-

vious that an optical fiber with larger diameter and largerNA accepts more light into its core

and therefore reduces the coupling loss at its input end. However, an optical fiber with too

large diameter and NA also causes difficulties to collimate the light or to couple the light to

the photo detector at its output end.

To compromise in the conditions as stated above, a multi-mode fiber with size of 200/250

pm and NA of 0.4 is chosen in this design. Experiment shows that with an LED (Hewlett

Packard HFBR-1204 output power 2.2 mW at 100m4) under its normal driving currenr 80

mA as the light source, an optical power of 0.4 mW is obtained from the output end of the

fiber. Therefore, the coupling efficiency between the LED and the optical fiber is 22.7Vo and

the coupling loss is l00Vo - 22.7Vo = 77 .3Vo or in dB.

,or(''' * -'9/'o'\ = u.oo,"\ 0.4 /

4.6.2 Polarizer loss

The light from an LED is randomly polarized in all directions. When the light beam passes

through the polarizer, only the light polarizedin one direction goes through, while the others

are either blocked or sent in a different direction. The power loss in this case is So7oor 3 dB.

Light beam spot
Receiving lens

Optical power
distribution

Fig.4-11

Optical power
Iost

Optical power loss due to the lens coupling
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4.6.3 Lens coupling loss

Fig. 4-l I illustrates the reason for the optical power loss due to the lens coupling. This loss

is mainly caused by the over size of the optical light beam and the mis-alignment between

the light beam spot and the receiving achromat lens.

Please note that in reality, the mis-alignment ô varies due to the environmental temperature

changes, mechanical vibrations, and other reasons. Although the oversize of the light beam

causes loss of part of the optical power, itreduces the riskof losing all the optical powerunder

difficult environmental conditions.

The specific number of the optical loss is very hard to estimate because of too many uncer-

tainties in the assembling process. However, 50Vo or 3 dB seems to be a reasonable estimate

according to the test results after the assembling process.

4.6.4 Metal reflection loss

From the calculations in Section 2.8, the reflection coefficient of the silver metal reflection

is 0.94 . Therefore, the optical power loss here is 6Vo or 0.27 dB.

4.6.5 Analyzer loss

The analyzer is in fact a polarizer which is 450 oriented with the other polarizer. When the

linearly polarized light beam with zero-modulation passes through the analyze¡ according

to the law of Malus, the output optical power is

Pout = P¡nsinz{lo =0.5P¡,

where, P¡, - Intensity of the input light

Por, - Intensity of the output light

Therefore, the analyzer optical loss is SOVo or 3 dB.
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4.5.6 Optical fiber cable loss

The optical power loss of the fiber cable used in this design is 6 dB/rm. The length of the

optical fiber cable is 50 m, therefore the optical loss inside the fiber is

u*# =o.3dB

or, in percentage, the optical loss is 6.67Vo.

4.6.7 Other losses

The other losses include attenuations due to the optical glass and epoxy materials, the

imperfectness of the optical components surfaces, bending of the optical fibercable, and the

optical fiber to PIN coupling loss. These parts of the optical power loss are estimated at 3dB

or 50Vo.

4.6.8 Total system optical power loss

Table 4.2 summarizes the above analysis. The total system optical power loss is the summa-

tion of all these losses at 19 dB or in percentage 98.7Vo. And the attenuation factor of the

optical system is

o-10(-ledÙ/10)=0.013 Eq. ('+-15)

Only around l.3Vo of the light generated by the LED makes its way ro rhe PIN phoro diode.

If the LED is driven at a current of 80 mA, the ouþut power of the LED is

2.2 mW x (80/100) = L.76 mW .The un-modulated optical power received by the pIN

under this condition is

I.76 mW x (l00%o-98.7Vo) x 1000 =22.9 pW Eq. (21-16)

This number is also used for the calculation of the system signal to noise ratio and the system

resolution.
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Source for the optical loss Estimated loss in
dB

Estimated loss in
Vo

LED to optical fiber coupling loss 6.4 dB 77.17o

Polarizer loss 3dB 50Vo

Metal reflection loss 0.27 dB 6Vo

Lenses coupling loss 3dB 50Vo

Analvzer loss 3dB 50Vo

Optical fiber cable loss 0.3 dB 6.67Vo

Other losses 3dB 50Vo

Total system optical power losses 19 dB 98.7Vo

Table 4.2 Estimated optical losses of the clam¡on MOCT

4.7 System Signal to Noise Ratio

The system signal to noise ratio (S/1.{) is one of the important parameters for evaluation of

the measurement quality. An electric cunent is the contribution of many individual elec-

trons' movement. And each electron moves in a stochastic manner. Because of the quantum

nature of the electric cutrent, each electronic component is more or less a noise source in the

circuit.

Fig. 4-12 shows the electronics schematic diagram for the light source and the photo detec-

tion. The light source is a trans-+onductance amplifier which converts the control voltage

V" into an LED driving current I¡, while the photo detection circuit is a trans-impedance

amplifier which converts the PIN photo+urrent Iq into a voltage signal Vou¡. The noise in

this circuit belong to two categories, the thermal noise of the resistors and the shot noise of

the PIN photo diode.
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C¡ 15 pF

Control
voltage Op-arnpl

R¡ 500 K.Çl

vc r = 0.4 A,¡TV

***
MOCT

Voot = Ißf
TLC220tB

&
47 çL

a Attenuation

Vc ø = 0'013

Light Source Trans-impedance Amplifîer

Fig.4-I2 Light source and photo detection

IL = V. /Rt

The thermal noise in a resistor appears as a random fluctuating voltage across the two resistor

terminals. This is caused by the three dimensional random thermal movement of free elec-

trons in the resistor. Ìhis noise voltage can by calculated as t34l

VIh = J4KTRB Eq. @-r7)

where, vth - Thermal noise voltage across the resistor [V]

k - Boltzmann'sconstant (k = 1.38 x 1043 J/K)
T - Temperature [K]
R - Resistance [O]

B - Noise bandwidth tHzl ( B = T Signal Bandwidth )

While the shot noise of the PIN photo diode appears as a random fluctuating current super-

imposed on the photo culrent. The PIN photo diode releases a current pulse while receiving

a photon. The randomly arrived photons cause the random generation of the cuffent pulses.

These current pulses contribute to the photo current as well as the noise current. The shot

noise cuffent can by calculated as [33]
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ir¡ = JZeBIs

where, ish -
e

B

Is

Shot noise current of the PIN

Charge of the electron ( e =

Noise bandwidth ÍHzl ( B =
Photo current generated by the

Eq. (a-18)

IA]

1.6x10-1eC)
1Í

, SiSnal Bandwidth )

PIN IA]

Fig. 4-13 shows the equivalent circuit for the noise analysis. The possible major contribu-

tors to the system noise are light source noise, PIN shot noise, feedback resistor thermal

noise, and the op-arnp noise of the trans-impedance amplifîer. Calculations for the amount

of these components are presented as follows.

4.7.1 Light source no¡se

The LED is driven by a trans-conductance amplifier as shown in Fig. 4-12 . Because of the

virn¡al short+ircuit of the Oharnpr inputs, the voltage across the sampling resistor R, fol-

lows the control voltage V". The noise in the LED driving current I¡ generated by all the other

components, except R., are minimized by this feedback. This leaves the thermal noise of the

sampling resistor R, to be the major noise source for the I¡. According to Eq. (4-17),

16 - Photo current
i. - Signal current

i.r" - Noise current from the source

Ln - Shot noise current
i.roo -. Op-amp noise current

i¡.' - Thermal noise current of R¡

TLC22OTB

Fig. 4-13 Equivalent circuit for the noise analysis
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Eq. (a-le)

where, ir*r- Thermal noise current going through the LED [A]
k - Boltzmann's consrant ( k = 1.38 x tO-23 t¡X ¡
T - Temperature [K] ( assume T= 300 K )
L - Inductanceofthe inductor [H] ( L = t x t0-3 ø )

This shows that the inductance L plays a very important role in reducing the noise in the light

source. Increased L will reduce the noise and bandwidth therefore reduce the noise current

i7¡¡ flowing through the LED. i¡¡¡ willalso cause a noise current i.r. through the PIN photo

diode.

,r, Po
.c = tuh¡ar Eq. G-20)

where, irr" - Noise current transferred from the light source [A]

iun- Thermal noise current going through the LED [A]
Po
, - Unit optical power output from the LED
IL

a, - Optical power attenuation of the MOCT ( a = 0.013 )

Conversion factor of the PIN phoro diode ( r = 0.4 +_ )w'
according to Eq. (4-19) and Eq. (+20),

/ffi z.zxro-3rsrc = 
/ F * l* * tõ- x 0'013 x o'4

lkr={T

= 2.33 x 10-13 A (rms)
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the equivalent noise voltage at the output vrr. is,

vsrc = ir,rxR¡= (2.33 x 10-13) x (500x 103) = 1.16 x 10-7 VUms)

4.7.2 Shot no¡se of the plN Fhoto Diode

From Eq. (4-18),

ir¡ = t@ ("=î",#ì=#)
( to = Pø')

Eq. Ø-21)

the equivalent noise voltage at the output vr¡ is,

vsh=ir¡XR¡ = 1.56X 104 V(rms)

4.7.3 Thermal noise of the feedback resistor R¡

From Eq. (4-17),

=rlw

i¡¡R¡=l@
1_

or i,¡ = -l$kfRSIÍf ('= #,)

/ 1 \so2x1.6 x t0-'e(61,# x2.zx t0-3) x0.013 x0.4

= 3.12 x 10-10 A (rms)
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kr
C¡

I
R¡

1.23x10-23x300

-

15x10rr

Eq. @-22)

Eq. (+23)

1--
500 x 10r

= 3.14 x l0-lr A çrms)

the equivalent noise voltage at the output v¡¡ is,

v¡¡=i¡¡R¡=1.57 x 10-s VQms)

4.7.4 Op-amp no¡se

The op-amp noise components are specified by the manufacturer in the component manual.

For a typical low noise precision FET input o¡amp such as TLCZOzlBfrom Texas Instru-

ment, the input noise current is 0.6 fA/ ,l-Hz, the input noise volrage is 15 nV/ ,[Hz at 60

Hz, and the input resistance is 1012 Q . The total amplifier noise can be calculated as

,-
"amp -

where, iamp - Amplifier noise tAl

in - Op-arnp input noise cunenr ln¡fnzl
vn - ohamp input noise voltage lrtl¡4
R¡,

B

Op-amp input resistance tQl
Noise bandwidth [Hz]

From Eq.(LLZ), 
r

ior^= -l"r-! =t\+n¡c¡ It,r*rþr)n ("

(,,'*(#)')
aRF¡
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f (to.ø ¡ 1s-ts¡2*(#F)r)-v

= 9.8 x lO-la A (rms)

the equivalent noise voltage at the output vrrrro is,

vamp = io^pXRf =4.9 x 10i V (rms)

4.7.5 System signal to noise ratio

Table 4.3 summarizes the the noise calculations for different noise sources in the system. Ob-

viously, the shot noise from the PIN photo diode is the dominant noise source. The total svs-

tem noise is calculated as follows

inoise = ,/irn'+ ir¡2 + i¡¡2 + irno2 = 3.I4 x 10-10 A (rms)

t)-;--',.vnoise= Jurr"t*vrht*vrh¿+vampZ =I.57 x 10+ Vems)

where, inoise_

vnoise 
-

Total system noise current at the input of the receiver [A]

Total system noise voltage at the output of the receiver [V]

Eq. (-za)

Eq. @-2s)

Noise source Component
involved

Noise current
at the input

Noise voltage
at the output

Light source noise Rs 2.33x10-13 A 1.16 x 10-7 V

Shot noise PIN 3.12x 10-10 A 1.56 x 1014 V

Thermal noise R¡ 3.14x 10-11 A 1.57 x 10-r V

O¡amp noise op-arnp2 9.8 x 10-14 A 4.9 x 10{ V

ïbtal system noise 3.14 x 10-10 A 1.57 x 10-4 V

Table 4.3 Estimated noise performance of the clamp-on MOCT
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From Eq. (2-10) and Eq. (z-ll),the ouþut voltage Vou, fromthe trans-impedance amplifi-

er in Fig. 4-12 is

Vout = PçrR¡ ( 1+sin20 ) Eq.Ø-26)

(r.r 110-3 x ,#,)0.0,, x 0.4 " (soo x ro3)( r +sin2g )
\ 'lfr ,

= 4.58 ( 1+sin20 ) V

Therefore, the signal voltage is

Vsisoot = PúrRf sin20 = 4.58 sin20 V E;q. @-27)

From Eq. (+27) and Eq. (4-5), for I kA of power system cunent,

Vsisnar = 4.58 sin(2 x 0.9650) = 0.154 V
Therefore, for 1 kA of power system current, the signal to noise ratio S/1.{ of the

system is

/,. \
s/N = 2ologls( Y| uq.@-zu)

\ 
tnoße 

I

| 0.1s4 \
=20xlogrol #l =59.s dB

1r.-rl x I0- I
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4.8 System Resolution

The system resolution or the minimum detectable current is the current at which the signal

to noise ratio drops to I or Vsisnar = Vnoise. From Eq. (+27) and Eq. (4-25),the minimum

detectable Faraday rotation angle On¡n is

1.57 x 10+ = 4.58 sin 20r n

or 0*in = 1.71 X 10-5 ra.d

From Eq. (4-5), The minimum detectable current In¡n is

rmin=uffixtooo=1.0 A
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Chapter 5

Test Results

5.1 Overview

The clamp-on MOCT is designed to have two output stages, metering and relaying. The me-

tering part of the characteristic is to measure the 60 Hz steady state normal operating current

with magnitude of around 6004 to 10004, while the relaying part of the characteristic is to

measure the transient fault current with magnitude of up to 20 kA and frequency range up

to 20 WIz. Because these two characteristics are so far apart, they have to be tested using

different apparatus.

The metering part of the response was tested on a current loop which is able to generate 60

Hz constant current up to 12004. The relaying part of the response was tested on a high-vol-

tage pulse current generator which is capable of generating pulse current up to 30 kA.

All the accuracy tests were undertaken at stable environmental conditions or room tempera-

ture, while separate environmental test was conducted under 60Hz 10004 steady state cur-

rent with the environmental temperature varying between 400C and +700C.

5.2 Metering Accuracy Test

Fig. 5-1 shows the circuit diagram of the 6O}Jz current loop for testing the clamp<n

MOCT. It has the capability of generating up to 1200 Amperes of steady state current.
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As shown in Fig. 5-1 , the current loop is driven by a reversely connected current transform-

er with many turns in the primary winding and only one turn in the secondary winding. The

cross section area of the current loop conductor is I/4 inch by 3 inch, or 6.35 mmby 76.2

mm, and the material is copper. The variac provides the supply voltage of 0 to 130 volts to

the current transformer. A volt-meter and an ammeter are placed near the variac and used

to monitor the supply voltage and the loop current respectively.

A metering grade CT was used to measure the loop current precisely and give a reference

for the measurement data obtained from the clamp-on MOCT. As shown in Fig. 5-1 , the

burden of the CT is 0.250 O resistance plus a small wire impedance. For loop current at

10004, the ratio error of this CT is within fl.3%o.Table 5.1 shows the rating plate informa-

tion of the CT.

cT up ro 1200 A

Current
Transformer

MOCT Merering

Current Loop

l/4 inch

lf
ETZ
åw

Cross
Section

Fig. 5-1 60Hz 1200A currenr loop for tesring the MOCT
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Fig. 5-2 Metering Accuracy Test

Manufacturer Westinghouse Canada, Inc.

Style 743D856A1 0 Rated Current 10004 to 5A

Serial No. 1J761 36 CSA Accuracy at 60 Hz 2.5L50.

0.3 B 0.9 **Date 1982

x The relaying accuracy of this-_Çl e. g. +2.5Vo accuracy and the secondary voltage rating is 50 volts for the
secondary current ¿¡ 2994. t5l

x* This indicates the metering accuracy of the Cl e. g. for all the burdens of lower value than 80.9 (serial resis-
tance 0.81 f) and serial inductance 1.044 mH) the accuracy would be within the 0.3 class (!0.3% ratio error
at 10004 and+0.60/o ratio error at l00A). tsl

Table 5.1 Rating plate information of the metering CT
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The same loop current runs through the clamp-on MOCT and the metering CT. The current

signals obtained from both sources are connected to the Tektronics DSA 601 Digitizing Sig-

nal Analyzer for measurement and comparison.

Fig. 5-3 summarizes the test results. The designed 10 VlkA response was achieved with

minimum non-linear errors. The higher random error at the low current end was caused by

the background noise. The primary interest of metering forthis application is at the dynamic

range of 6004 to 100oA where the random enor at this range was within 0.5Vo. Less than

1.50 of phase error was observed throughout the testing.

"L

U

=iÅ

Metering
[ 10 v/kA ]

0. 1

0.01 0.10

s
¡r
Y
¡1
()
F
U

0.10 I

Power system current (KA)

Fig. 5-3 60Hz current response and the associated effors
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5.3 Relaying Accuracy Test

Fig. 54 shows the circuit diagram of the high-voltage pulse current generator for testing

the clamp<n MOCT. It is capable of generating more than 20 kA peak pulse current. It has

six high-voltage capacitors, and each one has a capacitance of 0.75 pF. The maximum charg-

ing voltage of the pulse current generator is 75 kV.

The operation of the pulse current generator involves two steps, charging the capacitors and

then discharging the capacitors resulting in a high pulse current in the discharge path. As

shown in Fig. 5-4 , the charging path of the pulse current generator includes a ste¡up trans-

former, a high-voltage rectifier, a water resistor R, six high-voltage capacitors C1 to C6, and

a charging control unit. The charging control unit monitors the charging process through a

voltage divider and controls the charging speed and the maximum charging voltage of the

capacitors. The discharge path includes the capacitors, an inductor L, and a discharge gap.

Rectifier R

High-voltage

Discharge
Gap

*2"

Screen Room

Fig. 5-4 High-voltage pulse current generator for testing the MOCT
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The voltage on the capacitors increases when the pulse cunent generator is in the charging

process. There is no current flow in the discharge path because the two electrodes of the ca-

pacitors are isolated by the discharge gap. However, when the capacitance voltage exceeds

the break-down voltage of the discharge gap, all the six capacitors discharge through the gap

and generate a pulse current with an exponentially decaying sinusoidal waveform. The peak

of the pulse current can be adjusted by changing the width of the discharge gap w, or by ad-

justing the value of the inductance L in series with the discharge gap. Changing inductance

L also affects the oscillation frequency of the pulse current. The larger L gets, the smaller

the peak value and the lower the frequency of the pulse current, and vice versa.

In the pulse current test, the MOCT was clamped onto the current conductor for measuring

the pulse current. And a Current Monitor (a Rogowski coil principle based current sensor)

was used as a reference for the MOCT measurement. Table 5.2 indicates the name plate in-

formation of the Current Monitor.

Manufacturer lon Physics Company

Model cM-1-S Max. Current 50 kA

Accuracy *1o/o Sensitivity 0.01 V/A into 50 O

Table 5.2 Rating plate information of the Current Monitor

Fig. 5-5 shows the photo of the pulse current generator. Fig. 5--6 shows a close-up photo

of the clamp-on MOCT under testing.

Fig. 5-7 and Fig. 5-8 show an example of the pulse current waveform obtained from the

clamp<n MOCT and the current monitor. The frst peak of the pulse current was 11.6 kA.

The waveforms obtained from this MOCT and a calibration current transformer match close-

ly. Error analysis was taken at the first peaks of the waveforms, and the results are presented

in Fig. 5-9 .
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Fig. 5-5 Photo of the pulse current generator

Fig. 5-6 The clamp-on MOCT under fault current testing
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Fig.5J Oscilloscope display of the fault current waveforms
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Fig. 5-8 Fault cunent test of the MOCT
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Fig. 5-9 Fault current responses and the associated errors
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5.4 Environmental Test

An environmental chamberwhich is able to provide temperatures from-400c to + 700C has

been built to test the clamp-on MOCT as shown in Fig. 5-10 . The set-up for generating test-

ing current, as shown in Fig. 5-11 , is the same as the one for the metering accuracy test as

described in Section 5.2.The MOCT and part of the loop current conductor are put into an

enclosed heat--isolation container which is made of styrofoam material. While the metering

CT for providing the reference measurement is placed outside the environmental chamber

at room temperature.

In the environmental chamber, as shown in Fig. 5-10 , some heat-isolation materials are

placed around the cument conductor to prevent heat loss. The complete range of environmen-

tal temperatures from*400C to + 700C are providedby two separate systems, the heat system

Squinel Cage Fan

Cooling Control

Temperature
Feedback

Environmental Chamber
Heating Control

Fig. 5-10 Environmental chamber for testing the MOCT
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for temperatures above the room temperature and the cooling system for temperatures below

the room temperature.

The heating system includes the two 40W light bulbs for heating, a thermal-coupler for tem-

perafure feedback, and a temperature control unit. Different target chamber temperatures

from the room temperature up to +700C can be setby selecting the proper temperature read-

ing on the temperature controller.

Fig. 5-11 Environmental Test

The cooling system includes a separate heat-isolation container for storing cooling materi-

als, the copper pipes for heat--exchanging, a squirrel cage fan for pumping the cooling air

into the environmental chamber and recycling the warmer air back for heat--exchange, the

thermal--coupler, and the temperature controller. Cooling materials such as dry ice (216.6K

or-570C) and liquid Nitrogen (77.3Kor-1960C) can be used depending on the minimum

temperature required in the environmental chamber.
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The same thermal-coupler and temperature controller used for heating control are used here

for cooling control. The chamber temperature from the room temperature down to -400C is

set by the temperature controller. The liquid Nitrogen was used as the cooling material for

testing the clamp-on MOCT.

As shown in Fig. 5-t2 (a), the environmental test started with the heating test frst and then

followed by the cooling test. In the heating test, the temperature in the environmental cham-

ber was raised from the room temperature 250C to 700C gradually with l00C steps and

around half an hour pause time at each step, stayed at 700C for an hour, and then dropped

back to the room temperature gradually. The cooling that followed was conducted in a simi-

lar manner. The temperature was cooled from the room temperature down to -380C gradual-

ly, stayed at the same temperature for an hour, and then gradually warmed to the room tem-

perature again. Fig.5-12 (a) shows the temperature variation pattern while Fig.5-12 (b)

presents the associated accuracy of the clamp--on MOCT.

Fig. 5-I2 (b) shows that this device had little temperature induced errors (within 7Vo) in the

temperature range from-200C to +700C, while the accuracy was reduced to 5.5Vo at -380C.

The temperature variation over a large temperature range introduces mechanical stress with-

in the optical sensor causing birefringence in the optical prism. The polarization state of

the light is then distorted from linearly polarized to elliptically polarized and therefore re-

duces the response of the transducer.

Fig. 5-13 shows the temperature drift of the optical power received by the PIN photo diodes

while keeping the optical power lunched from the LEDs being constant. The optical power

attenuation ofthe optical sensorheadwas minimized atthe assembly process which occurred

under the room temperature environment. However, as shown in Fig. 4-Il ,the amount of

mis-alignment ô of the optical sensor head is affected by the environmental temperature, be-

cause the materials with which the optical sensor head was built such as the housing, the
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epoxy, and the optical glass, have different temperature coefficients. These materials con-

tract or expand differently while the environmental temperature changes causing additional

optical power losses.
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Fig. 5-12 Temperature Drift of the MOCT
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Chapter 6

Gonclusions and Future Work

6.1 Conclusions

A new type of clamFn magneto<ptical current transducer has been successfully demon-

strated through a complete prototype engineering process.

Jones Matrix theory has been successfully used to explain the phase shift of polarized light

at reflection, the influence of the phase shift on the polarization state of the polarized light,

and therefore the characteristic of the Faraday effect based MOCT. The theoretical analysis

was verified by experiment. Based on the Jones matrices theory, FORTRAN programs have

been written to calculate the characteristics of the MOCT and visualize the process of polar-

ization compensation technique which maintains the polarization state of light passing

thought the MOCT to be linearly polarized.

Theclamp-onMOCT was designed and constructedbyusingoff-the-shelf components and

materials. The optical phenomena in the sensor head were simulated and visualized at the

design stage. The performances of the clamp<n MOCT in terms of expected Faraday rota-

tion angle, characteristic, non-linear error, optical loss, signal to noise ratio, and system res-

olution were also studied at the design stage. The MOCT was then tested under steady state

and transient conditions as well as different environmental conditions.

The metering part of the response was tested on a current loop which is able to generate 60

Hz constant current up to 1.2 KA. The relaying part of the response was tested on a high-vol-
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tage pulse current generator which is capable of generating pulse current up to 20 KA. An

environmental chamber which can provide temperatures from -400C to + 700C has been

built to test the clamp-on MOCT. The environmental test results show that this device has

little temperature induced errors (within l%o) inthe temperature range from -200C to +700C,

while the temperature drift reaches 5.5Vo at-38 0C.

This prototype clamp-on MOCT has the unique advantage of easy installation which makes

it more suitable for field application. It allows the possible construction of a clipon magne-

teoptical current transducer as shown in Fig. Gl .

I
a- a

Fig. 6-1 A clip-on magneto{ptical current transducer
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6.2 Future Work

As analyzed in Section 5.4, the poor temperature stability of the clamp<n MOCT, when

environmental temperature drops to below -200C, is caused by the optemechanical stress

developed within the transducer. Therefore, one of the aspects of future MOCT development

should be focused on the non-stress mounting of glass prisms, i.e. selecting the right adhe-

sive and housing material to minimize the opto-mechanical stress in the glass prisms caused

by environmental temperature variation.

The attenuation factors of the MOCT cr1 and a,2, ãs shown in Eq. (2-10) and Eq. (Z-LI) re-

spectively, vary with temperature and mechanical vibration. The signal processing schemes

shown in Fig. 2-5 andFig.2-6, which are based on AC/DC processing, can eliminate the

drift due to the variation of cr1 and cr2. However, they can not be used to measure electric

current with a steady state DC component. They use the steady state DC component of the

signal to calibrate the AC component, and assume there is no steady state DC component

in the electric current being measured. Otherwise, any slowly changing electric current will

be mixed up with the variation of the attenuation factor c[1 or c[2 and cause errors in the mea-

surement.

A new dual wavelength signal processing scheme, as shown in Fig. 6-2 ,isproposed to en-

able the MOCT to be capable of measuring steady state DC cunent. In Fig. Ç2 ,twoLEDs

with different wavelength, 850 nm and 1300 nm, will be used as the light source. The optical

power launched into the optical fibers with different wavelength will be combined at the

wavelength multiplexer. The mixed wavelength optical signal from the optical sensor is sep-

arated at the wavelength demultiplexe¿ where the 850 nm signal is sent to PINI and 1300

nm is sent to PIN2 respectively.
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Fig.6-2 Dual wavelength MOCT
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Fig.6-3 shows the wavelength spectrum of components used in the dual wavelength

MOCT. The wavelength spectrum of the 850 nm LED and 1300 nm LED has a narrow band

at a¡ound 850 nm and 1300nm respectively. The response of the optical sensor is determined

by the Verdet constant of the magneto<ptical material which is much larger at lower wave-

length than at higher wavelength. [3s] There are two popular types of PIN photo-detectors

available on the matket, one with response at 400nm to 1100nm and the other with response

at 900nm ¡6 llQQp¡¡.t37J

In Fig. 6-2 , PINI will give a stronger signal because it detects the short wavelength optical

signal where the Verdet constant is larger, while PIN2 will give a lower signal because it de-

tects the long wavelength optical signal where the Verdet constant is smaller. If the long-wa-

velength signal from PIN2 is used to calibrate the short-wavelength signal from PIN1, then

the DC component of the electric cunent will be included in the detectable signal.
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Appendix

A. FORTRAN Programs

A-1. The program to compute the polarization states in the prism

g * :t * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * :k * * * * * * * * * * * * *
g:t**********************************************************************

c
c A program to compute the polarization stat.us in the M-o sensor
c
c***********************************************************************
c*******************************************************:t***************

c
dimension refl_1 (2,2),refl2 (2,2),F (2,2\,W1, (2,2),

& w2 (2 ,2 ) , Sensor (2 ,2) ,lJniL (2 ,2)
complex refl-1 , refl2, F, W1 , yI2, Sensor, Unit
character*6 Datafil_e
parameter (pi=3 .1,41,5927, deltal_=-L29. I / Lg0. 0*3 . 1,4L5926,

& delta2=-64 -4/180.0*3 . J.4I5926l
c

c

Uni-t (1, 1) = cmpl-x (l- . 0, 0 . 0 )

Unit (l-,2) = cmplx(0.0, 0.0)
Unit (2, 1) = cmplx(0.0, 0.0)
Unit (2,2) = cmpfx(1.0, 0.0)

refll- ( 1, 1) -cexp (cmptx (0. 0, deltaL) )

ref 11 (2 ,2) --cexp (cmp1x ( 0 . 0 , delta2 ) )

refl1 ( 1, 2 ) =srnplx ( 0. 0, 0. 0 )

refl-1 (2, 1¡ =smtl* (0. 0, 0. 0)

refl2 ( 1 , 1 ) -cexp ( cmpl-x ( 0 - 0 , de1t.a2 ) )

ref 12 (2 ,2) -cexp (cmplx ( 0 . 0 , deltal_ ) )

refl2 (1, 2) =smplx( 0. 0, 0. 0)
refl2(2, 1) =cmplx ( 0. 0, 0. 0 )

wrj-te(*,*) 'Input the total Faraday rotation angle IDegree],
read (*,*) thetal

c
wr j-te (*, * ) 'rnpuL a Family Fil-ename for the Dataf il-es: (6

char.s)'
read (*,*) Dat.afil_e

c
c Part #1

caLl polarization(Unit,Datafi1e / /, .L0,)

c
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c

caLl- Pol-arization(refl1,Dat.afi1e / /, .LI ,\

thera=t.hetaL / 2. 0 *pi / 1g 0 . 0
call- Faraday (theta, F)
cal-l- Matríx2(F, ref l-1,W1 )

caLl- Pol-arization(W1 ,Dataf iIe/ /' .t2,\

cal-l- Mat,ríx2 (ref.I2, W1, W2 )
cal-L Pol-arization(W2,Dat.afiIe/ /, .1,3' )

cal-l- Matrix2 (ref l-2 , V,I2 , W1)
call- Pol-arization (W1 , Ðataf iIe/ / , .1,4,)

cal-1 Faraday (-theta, F)
call- Matrix2 (F,V{1 ,W2)
cal-1 Pol-arization(W2,DatafiIe/ /,.15, )

call_ Matrix2 (ref 11,W2, Sensor)
call Pol_arization (Sensor, Dataf il_e / / , .16, )

c

c Part #2
c

call polarization(Unit,Datafile / /, .20,)
c

cal_l_ Pol_arization (ref 1L, Dataf i1e / / ' .21_, )

c
cal-l- matr ix2 (refl2, ref l1 , WL )
cal_l_ Pol_arization (W1 , Dataf iIe/ / , .22,)

c
cal-1 Faraday (theta*2 .0 ,F)
cal-l- matrix2 (F,W1 ,i^I2)
call Polarization(W2,DatafiIe/ /, .23, )

call matrix2 (refl2,W2,Wt)
cal-1 Pol-arization(W1 ,Dataf iIe/ /' .24')

cal-l- matrix2 (ref 11, W1 , Sensor)
call Polarization(Sensor,Datafile/ /, .25, )

stop
end

c* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
c A Subprogram to compute the
c Faraday Matrix for a piece of M-O mat.erial
c********************************************************

c
c
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c
c
c
c

theta = the rotaf inn :nalo ìnrrndl¡Ced by Faraday Ef fect

F = the Faraday matrix for the material

c========================================================

Subroutine Faraday (theta, F)
dimension F (2,2)
¡nmn l ov !'

F (1, 1) =cmplx (cos (theta), 0. 0)
F (L ,2 ) =cmplx ( sin ( theta ) , 0 . 0 )

F (2, t) =cmplx (-sin (t.het.a), 0. 0 )

F (2,2 ) =cmpfx (cos (theta) , 0.0)
c

return
end

c
c
c
c******************************************************
C A Subprogram to compute the
c product of two 2 by 2 complex matrixes
g******************************************************

c a]-, a2 = 2X2 Matrix
c
c a =a1Xa2
c
ñ--=-=---
c
c

Subrout ine mat.rix2 (a1 , a2 , a )

dimension at(2,2), a2(2,2), a(2,2)
compl-ex aI , a2 , a

c
a(1,1) = a1 (1,1)*a2(1,1)+aL(1 ,2)*a2(2,1_)
a(1",2) = a1 (1 ,1)*a2(1-,2)+aL(!,2)*a2(2,2)
a(2,1) = a1 (2,L)*a2(1,1)+a1 (2,2)*a2(2,t)
a(2,2) = al_ (2,1)*a2(1 ,2)+aI(2,2)*a2(2,2)

return
end

c
c
C* * * * * * * * * ìt * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

c A Subprogram t,o determine the
c polarizat.ion status of a beam of light
C* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * rr * * * * * ** * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
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15

c
c W = JonseMatrix
c Ax = Ampl-itude of X-component.
c Phx = Phase of X-component
c Ay = Amplitude of Y-component
c Phy = Phase of Y-component
c Datafile = Filename for the datafile

a--------

c
c

Subroutine Polarization (lrl, Dataf ile)
dimension W (2,2)
complex W

character*9 Datafil_e
parameter (pi=3 .L41,5926Ì'

open (unit=l-5, f ile=Dataf ile, status=,ne\d, )

do l-5 omiga=O .0,2.0*pi,0.01
Ax=cabs (W (1, 1) +l¡J (1, 2 ) )

Phx=atan2 (imag(w(1,1)+W(1 ,2)) , real (W(1,1)+W (1,,2) \ )

Ày-cabs (W (2 ,1,) +W (2 ,2) )

Phy=¿¡¿¡2 ( imag (W (2 ,1, ) +t{ (2 ,2) ) , real (!ù (2 ,I) +W (2 ,2) ) )

x=Ax*cos (omiga+Phx)
y=Ay*cos (omiga+Phy)
write (15, *) omiga*180. 0/pi, x,y
cont inue
close ( 15 )

return
end

Ã-2a. Calculation of Characteristic of Demonstration MOCT.
( Part one, e = go 

- 450 ¡

C********************************************************************
c A program to compute the Charactristic of the M-O sensor
C******************************:t*************************************

c
dimension ref l_l_ (2,2) , ref 12 (2,2) ,F (2,2) ,W:-(2,2) ,

& W2(2,2),Sensor(2,2)
complex refll_, refl2, F, IÁjl_, W2, Sensor
parameter (pi=3 .1,41,5927, deltal=-l_2I . g / 1,90 .0*3 .1-415926 ,

& delta2=-64 .4/1,80.0*3.1-4L5926)
c

ref 11 (1, 1) -cexp (cmp]x (0 . 0 , deltal ) )

ref 11 (2 ,2) -cexÞ (cmpJ_x ( 0 . 0 , delta2 ) )

refl-1 (1, 2) =s¡pl* (0. 0, 0. 0)
refLl (2, 1) =srnpl-x (0. 0, 0. 0)
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refl2 (1, 1¡ =ss>(p (cmpl-x (0. 0, delta2) )

refl2 (2 ,2) -cexp ( cmplx ( 0 . 0 , delta1 ) )

refl2 (1, 2 ) =cmplx (0. 0, 0. 0)
refl-2 (2, 1) =ç¡p]x (0. 0, 0. 0)

open ( unÍt=L0, file='sensorll-.data,,stat.us=,new, )

do 100 alpha=0 .0,45.0, 0.05

theta=afpha/180.0*pi
c
c Part #l-

call Faraday (theta / 2. 0,F)
call Matrix2 (F, ref l_1,W1 )

cal-l- Matrix2 (ref l_2, W1 , W2 )
cal-1 Matrix2 (ref 12 ,W2,W1_)
cal_l_ Faraday (-theta / 2 . 0,F)
call Matrix2 (F,WI ,W2)
cal-1 Matrix2 (ref 11,W2, Sensor)
x1- (cabs (Sensor (1, l_) +Sensor (1,2) ) ) **2
y1= (cabs (Sensor (2,1) +Sensor (2 ,21 ) ) **2

c
c Part #2

caÌl- Faraday (theta, F)
cal-l- matríx2 (refl2, ref 11, W1 )

cal-l- matrix2 (F ,Wt,W2)
caLl- matr ix2 (refl2,Vt2,W1-)
call matrix2 (ref l-1, W1 , Sensor)
x2= (cabs (Sensor(1, 1) +Sensor (1,2) ) ) "*2
y2= (cabs (Sensor (2, 1) +Sensor (2,2) ) ) **2
wrj-te (10, * ) a]pha, x1,y1 ,x2,y2

1-00 continue
c

cl-ose (10 )

c
stop
end

C * * * * * tr * * * * * * * * :t * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

c A Subprogram to compute the
c Faraday Matrix for a piece of M-O material_
c**********************************************************

c theta = ¡¡s rotation angle int.roduced by Faraday Effect
c
c F = the Faraday matrix for the mat.erial_
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c
c

Subroutine Faraday (theta, F)
dimension F (2,2)
complex F

F (1, 1) =cmplx (cos (theta), 0. 0)
F (1,2) =cmpfx (sin (theta), 0. 0)
F (2,1) =cmpfx (-sin (theta) ,0.0)
î (2,2) =cmpfx (cos (theta), 0. 0)

c
return
end

c

c
c********************************************************
C À Subprogram to comput.e the
c product of two 2 by 2 complex matrixes
c********************************************************

c a1 , a2 = 2X2 Matrix
c
c a =a1Xa2

c
c

Subroutine matrix2 (at, a2, al
dimension a1- (2 ,2) , a2 (2 ,2) , a (2 ,2)
^^-*l ^-- -l -a -uurrrpf gÃ dL , d.¿ . d.

a(1,1) = al- (I,1-)*a2(1, 1)+al- (1,2)*a) (),1¡
a(L,2) = a1 (1 ,1)*a2(1,2)+a1 (1,,2)*a2(2,2)
a(2,1) = a1 (2,1)*a2 (1,1)+al- (2,2)*a2(2,I)
a(2,2) = a1 (2,I)*a2(L,2)+aL(2,2)*a2 12,2¡

return
end

^-2b. 
calculation of characteristic of the Demonstration Mocr.

( Part two, B = 0 - Lü) Gauss )

c*********************************************************
c A program to compute the charactristic of
c the M-O current transducer
c* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * rt * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
c
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dimension ref 11 (2,2) ,refl2 (2,2) ,F (2,2) ,Wl_ (2,21 ,
Vl2 (2 ,2) , Sensor (2 ,2)

complex refl-1 , ref!2, F, WL, W2, Sensor
parameter (pi=3 .1,4L592l, deftal_=-t2B - I / Lg0. 0*3 . 1-415926,

deLta2=-6 4 . 4 / 180. 0 *3 . 1,415926\

refl1 (1, 1) -cexp (cmplx (0. 0, deltal) )

ref l-l- (2, 2 ) =ss¡p (cmplx ( 0 . 0, de1ta2 ) )

refl-1 (1, 2 ) =qmpl-x (0. 0, 0. 0)
ref l-1 (2,1)=s¡p]x (0.0, 0.0 )

refl2 ( 1, 1) -cexp (cmpJ-x ( 0. 0, de1ta2 ) )

ref 12 (2 ,2) -cexp (cmp1x ( 0 . 0 , deltal ) )

refl2 (1, 2 ) =q¡p]* (0. 0, 0. 0 )

refl-2 (2, 1) =srnplx ( 0. 0, 0. 0)

open ( unit=10, file='sensorll_b.data,,status=,new, )

do 100 b=0.0,1-00,0.05

c Part #1 (By=0)

E.neE.a=tb. be-b*J . 5xb
cal_1 Faraday (theta, F)
caLl_ Matrix2 (F,refl,1,W1 )

call Matríx2 (refl2,W1_,W2)
cal-1 Matrix2 (refl2,W2,WI)
cal-1 Faraday (-theta, F)
caLl- Matrix2 (F,W1 ,I^I2)
call Matrix2 (ref]1, Vü2 , Sensor)
x1= (cabs (Sensor (1, 1) +Sensor (1,2) ) ) "*2
y1= (cabs (Sensor(2, 1) +Sensor (2,2) ) ) **2

c Part #2 (Bx=O)

theta=l-6.6e-6*0.8*b
call_ Farad.y (2.0*t.heta, F)
cal_1 matríx2 (refl2, ref 11, W1 )
call- matrix2 (F,W1,W2 )

cal-l- matríx2 (refl2,W2,Vlt)
call- matrix2 (refl1,W1, Sensor)
¡l= (cabs (Sensor(1, 1) +Sensor (1,2) ) ) "*2
y2= (cabs (Sensor (2, 1) +Sensor (2 ,2) ) ') **2
write (10, * ) b, x1 ,yL,x2 ,y2

l-00 continue

cl_ose ( 10 )

stop
end

c
c

c
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c*************************************************************
c A Subprogram to compute the
c Faraday Matrix for a piece of M-O maLerial
C*************************************************************

c theta = the rotat.ion angle introduced by Faraday Effect
c
c F = the Faradav mat.rix for the material_
c
-.--------
c
c

Subroutine Faraday (theta, F)
dimension F (2,2)
¡nmn'l ov !'

F (1, 1) =cmplx(cos (theta), 0. 0)
F (1,2) =cmpfx (sin (theta), 0. 0)
F (2, 1,) =cmplx (-sin (theta), 0. 0)
F (2,2) =cmpfx (cos (theta), 0. 0 )

c
return
end

C******'t**************************************************
C A Subprogram to compute the
f' nrnrlrrcl- nf i- r^ro ) l¡t¡ ) ¡nmn l ov m¡l-ri voc" Y_ ¡llqL! r^ç9

c*********************************************************
c
c a1 , ã.2 = 2X2 Matrix

c a =a1Xa2

c
c

c

Subroutine matrix2 (aL, a2, a)
dimens ion aI (2 , 2) , a2 (2 ,2) , a (2 ,2)
nnmn]av =1 a) a¿¿ts¿tv

a (l-,l-) = al- (1 ,tl*a2 (1,1)+a1 (1,,2]'*a2 (2,1)
a(1 ,2) = a1 (I ,I)"a2(1',2)+a:-.(t,2]'*a2(2,2)
a(2,I) = a1 (2,I) *a2(1, 1) +aL (2,21 *a2 (2,I)
a (2 ,2 ) = a1 (2 , 1) * a2 11- ,2) +a1- (2 ,2) * a2 (2 ,2)

return
end
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a-3. Calculation of Characteristic of the Clamp-on MOCT

c
c******************************************************
c* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
c
c The Main program to Comput.e t.he Faraday Rot.ation
c in the Clip-on M-O Current Transducer
c
c******************************************************
C* ** * * * * ** * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * :t * * *
c
c

real_ L1 (2,5),L2I(2,2),L22 (2,2),pl_(3),pZ (3)
complex F(2,Z),Refl1 (2,21 ,Ref12 (2,2) ,Reflm (2,2) ,& Vl (2 ,2) ,WI (2 ,2) ,Unít (2,2)
paramet,er (pi=3 .1415926)

Unj-t (1, 1) = cmpf x (1-. 0, 0 . 0 )

unit (1,2) = cmpl-x(0.0, 0.0)
Unit (2, 1) = cmplx(0.0, 0.0r
Uni-t (2,2) = cmpl-x(1. 0, 0. 0)

write(*, *) ,How many times of ref l_ection
&at. the prism end? [1-8] ,

ra¡À /* *\ -i\,JL

if (i.st.8.or.i.1r.l_) goto 5

c

c
5

c
c

c
c

open (unit=15, fil_e=,clip-on.data1,, status=,old,
read (15, *) cm, delta, Verdit., del_taH, del_taV
cl-ose (15 )

del-ta1=deltaH*pi /18 0 . 0
de1ta2=deltaV*pi / 18 0 . 0

Refl-1 ( 1, 1 ) -cexp (cmplx ( 0. 0, del_Èa1)
Refl1 (2, 2) -cexÞ (cmpLx ( 0 . 0, deIta2 )

Refl1 (1, 2) -cmpl* (0. 0, 0. 0)
Ref 1l- (2, 1)=smplx (0.0, 0.0 )

Refl-2 ( 1, 1-¡ -ss>(Þ (cmp]x ( 0. 0, delta2,¡
Ref 12 (2 ,2) -cexp (cmplx ( 0 . 0 , deltal_ )

Refl2 (1, 2 ) =s¡pl* (0. 0, 0. 0)
Ref12 (2, l-) =cmplx(0. 0, 0. 0)

Ref l-m (1, 1) =q¡pl* (t . 0, 0 . 0 )

Ref l-m (2,2) =ç¡¡yplx (-t.0, 0.0 )

Refl-m(1, 2 ) -cmplx (0. 0, 0. 0)
Refl-m(2, 1) =s¡pfx(0. 0, 0. 0 )

lll



2

ôI1Ên lìÎnil--Ã fiIa-,¡lin-^-1 ^,,r-v!/çrr \u¡¡ru-u, !afv_ ç¿¿!, v¿r¿.uuLts,utr r status=rnew, )

do 2000 cürrênt=0.0, cm, cm/100.0

Þ1 11l - ? 1a?aq
P1, (2) = -39.9538
¡¿\J/ 

- Lr.J

do 2 m1,=!,2
do 2 m2=L,2
W(m1 ,m2) = Unit(m1 ,m2)

do l-000 j=1,i,1

L21, (L,1) = 11. 0- (9.0/fl-oat (i) ) *floar (j-1)
L2I(1,,2) = 0.0
L21-(2,1,) = 11.0- (4.5/f loat (i) ) "f loat (2* j-1)
L2L(2,2) = 149.0

L22(1,1,) = 1l-.0-(9.0/floar (i) ) *ftoar(j)
L22(1,,2) = 0.0
L22 (2 ,I) = L21_ (2 , t)
L22 (2 ,2) = 149 . 0

c
open (unit=10, fil_e=,clip-on.daLa2, , status=,ofd, )

10 read(1O, *) k, k1
if (k. eq. 999 ) goto 500
read (10 , * ) ( (L1 (m, n) , n=l_ ,5) ,m=L ,2)
goto (30,40), k1

3 0 call Crgpoint (L1- ,L2l ,p2)
goto 50

40 call Crgpoint (LL,L22,P2)
50 cal-l fntBl (p1 ,p2,de]ta,Verdit,current,theta)

3 Pl-(]) =P2(I)
call Faraday (theta, F)
call Mat.rix2 (F, W, W1 )

c
goto (100,200,300), k

L00 call Matrix2 (ref 11,I^il_,W)
goto 400

200 call Mat.r íx2 (refl2, W1 , W)
goto 400

300 call_ Matrix2 (refl_m,W1 ,V{)
400 cont.inue

goto 10

500 cl-ose (10)
l-000 continue
c

cal-l- Matrix2 (refl-m,1,1¡,W1 )

tt2



2000
c

c
stop
end

c
c

c
c* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
c A Subprogram to compute the
c Faraday Matrix for a piece of M-O mat,erial_
C****************************************************************
c
c theta = t.he rotation angle introduced by Faraday Effect

c F = the Faraday matrix for the materiaL

---------

Subroutine Faraday (theta, F)
dimension F (2,2\
complex F

F (1, 1) =cmplx (cos (theta), 0. 0 )

F (I, 2) =cmplx (sin (theta), 0. 0)
tr() 1ì=¡mn'lvl-qinli-hol-¡\ n ô\, -v¿¡¡vrir\ 

vr¡¡\u¡¡eçst t v - v I

F (2 ,2 ) =cmplx ( cos ( theta ) , 0 . 0 )

return
end

x = (cabs (W1 (l-,1)+wl- (1,2) ) ) **2.0
y = (cabs (W1 (2,1)+Wi- (2,2) ) ) **2.0
writ.e (6, *) current, x,y

cl-ose ( 6 )

A Subprogram to compute the
c product of Lwo 2 by 2 compl-ex matrixes
c***********************************************

c

n ¡t * rk rk :k :k * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

c

ñ--------
c

aL,a2 = 2X2 MaLrrx

a =a1Xa2

Subroutine matrix2 (a1, a2, a)
dimension a1, (2 ,2) , a2 (2 ,2\ , a (2 ,2)
compl-ex a!, a2 , a
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c

a(1,1) = al- (I ,L)*a2 (1,1_)+a1 (1 ,2)*a2(2,I)
a(1,,2) = al-(1,1)*a2(1,2)+a1 (!,2¡"a2 12,2¡
a(2,1) = ai- (2,L) *a2(1, 1)+a1 (2,2)*a2 (2,L)
a(2,2) = a1 (2,I) "a2 (1_,2) +aL(2,2) *a) (),)¡

return
end

c*************************************************
c A subprogram to compute Int(B.dI)
C*************************************************

c PL = Point #1 in the magnetic field
c (st.arting point. in the line)
c P2 = Point #2 in the magnetic field
c (finishing point in the l_ine)
c delta - Step of Integral_
c current = El-ectric current in the wire
c
---------
c

Subroutine IntBL (pI,p2,d.elta,Verdit, current, theta)
dimension p1(3) ,p2(3) ,p(3),8(3)

-
BL=0.0
do 100 a=0.0, 1.0/del_t.a, 1.0

P (1) =P1 ( 1) +a*del_ta* (p2 (1) -pl_ (t_ ) )

P (2 ) =P1 (2 ) +a*del-ta* (p2 (2) -p]- (2) )

P(3) =P1 (3) +a*del-ta* (p2(3) -p1 (3 ) )

B(1) =2. 0e-7*current* (-p (Z) ) / e e.¡ **r. 0+p(2) **2. 0)
B(2t =2.0e-7*current.*P (1) / (P (1) **2.0+p (2) **2.0)
B(3)=0.0

c
BL=BL+B (1) *delta* (P2 (1) -P1 (1) ) +B (2 ) *detra* (p2 (2) -pj_ (2 ) )theta = Verdit*BL*1.0e6

100 continue
c

reE.urn
end

c
c************************************************
c A subprogram to find out the crossing
c potnt of two l_ines in the space
c* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * rt * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

c
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^ 11 - l.i*^ s1
v !¿ 

- 
¡¿¡Ie f¿

c
^ Tt - f .i*^ +1_ IfI¡ç f¿

c
c [(*,1), (*,2)] = coordinate in the equivalent. plain
c
c [(*,3), (*,4), (*,5)] = coordinate in the space

c P=crossingpoint

c

c
Subroutine CrgPoint (L1,L2,p)
real L1 (2 ,5) , LZ (2 ,2) , p (3 )

D = _ (Lt(2,2)_L1_(1,2)\* (L2(2,r\_L2 (1,1))
& + (L2 (2 ,2) -L2 (1, ,2) | * (LI (2, 1) -L1 (l_, 1) )

Dx = - (L1 ( 1 , i_ ) *L1 (2 ,2) -LL (2 , 1-) *L1_ (t ,2') ) * (L2 (2 , 1,') _L2 ( 1 , 1 ) )

& +(L2(I,Ll*L2(2,2)-L2(2,I)*L2(1,2))* (L]-(2,1)-L1(t_,1) )

x = DxlD
sigma - (x-Ll- (1, 1) ) / (Lt (2, 1) -Ll- (1, 1) )

P(1) .= L1 (1,3)+sigirna*(LI(2,3)-L1 (1,3))
P(2) = L1 (l-,4) +sigma* (Ll- (2, 4)-LL(1,4) )

P(3) = LL (1, 5)+sigma* (LL (2,5)-LL(1, 5) )

ret.urn
end

Datafile for program A-3, " clip<n.datal,,

1000.0
0.00r-
16.6e-6
-128.8
-64-4

Datafile for program A-3, "cli¡>on.data})'
a1

0.0, 0.0, l-0.96 , -47 .73 , 15.5
13.0, 13.0, L.77, -39.54,2.5
1-, l-

0.0, 15.5, 0.0, -36.17, 15.5
13.0, 15.5, 0.0, -36.77,2.5
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2, 1

0.0, 65.0, 35.0, -1 .77, 15.5
13.0, 78.0, 44-1_9, 7.42, 2.5
1-, 1

0.0, 80.5, 35.0, -1 .77, 0.0
13.0, 80.5, 44.L9,7.42, 0.0
2, l-

0.0, l_30.0, 0.0, 33.23, 0.0
13.0, 143.0, 0.0, 51_.62, 0.0
1-, 1

0.0, 145.5 , L0.96, 44.L9, 0.0
13.0, l_45.5,1_.11, 53.39, 0.0

0.0, 148.0, 10.96, 44.1_g , 2.5
13 .0, l_49.0 , 1.71 , 53 .39 , 2.5
L, 2

0.0, 145.5, 10.96, 44.L9, 0.0
13 .0, 145.5 , 1,.77, 53.39, 0.0
2, 2

0.0, l_30.0, 0.0, 33.23, 0.0
13.0, 143.0, 0.0, 51,.62, 0.0
L, 2

0.0, 80.5, 35.0, -1 .11, 0.0
13.0, 80.5, 44.L9, 7.42, 0.0
2, 2

0.0, 65.0, 35.0, -1,.'77, 15.5
13.0, 78.0, 44-L9, 7.42, 2.5
1_, 2
0.0, 15.5, 0.0, -36.77, 15.5
l_3.0, 15.5, 0.0, -36.77,2.5
2, 2

0.0, 0.0, 1-0.96 , -4J .73 , 15.5
13.0, 13.0, 1.77, -39.54,2.5

0.0, 0.0, 10.96 , -47 -73 , 15.5
13.0, 0.0, 1,.77, -39.54, 15.5
qqq n
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